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ABSTRACT

Microneedle Platforms for Cell Analysis

Mincho Nikolaev Kavaldzhiev

Micro-needle platforms are the core components of many recent drug delivery and gene-

editing techniques, which allow for intracellular access, controlled cell membrane stress or

mechanical trapping of the nucleus. This dissertation work is devoted to the development of

micro-needle platforms that offer customized fabrication and new capabilities for enhanced

cell analyses. The highest degree of geometrical flexibility is achieved with 3D printed

micro-needles, which enable optimizing the topographical stress environment for cells and

cell populations of any size.

A fabrication process for 3D-printed micro-needles has been developed as well as a

metal coating technique based on standard sputter deposition. This extends the function-

alities of the platforms by electrical as well as magnetic features. The micro-needles have

been tested on human colon cancer cells (HCT116), showing a high degree of biocompat-

ibility of the platform. Moreover, the capabilities of the 3D-printed micro-needles have

been explored for drug delivery via the well-established electroporation technique, by coat-

ing the micro-needles with gold. Antibodies and fluorescent dyes have been delivered to

HCT116 cells and human embryonic kidney cells with a very high transfection rate up to

90%. In addition, the 3D-printed electroporation platform enables delivery of molecules

to suspended cells or adherent cells, with or without electroporation buffer solution, and at

ultra-low voltages of 2V.

In order to provide a micro-needle platform that exploits existing methods for mass fab-

rication a custom designed template-based process has been developed. It has been used

for the production of gold, iron, nickel and poly-pyrrole micro-needles on silicon and glass
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substrates. A novel delivery method is introduced that activates the micro-needles by elec-

tromagnetic induction, which enables to wirelessly gain intracellular access. The method

has been successfully tested on HCT116 cells in culture, where a time-dependent delivery

rate has been found. The electromagnetic delivery concept is particularly promising for

future in-vivo applications.

Finally, the micro-needle platforms developed in this work will provide researchers with

new capabilities that will help them to further advance the field of mechanobiology, drug

delivery treatments, stem cells research and more. The proposed platforms are capable of

applying various stimuli, analyzing cell responses in real time, drug delivery, and they also

have the potential to add additional functionalities in the future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction, Motivation and Contribution

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

The pursuit of eradicating diseases involves the study of living cells and their interactions

with their environment. The progress in mechanobiology, drug delivery and gene therapy

has led to the development of different technologies and materials with new capabilities

for studying living bodies, and it has provided considerable insights into their nature. It is

well known for over a century that applying mechanical stimuli to tissues and cells can pro-

voke irreversible changes in their morphological structures and development. For example,

bone tissues adapt their internal configuration based on the applied loading [10], or stem

cells exhibit various specializations, depending on the stress stimuli they receive from their

environment [11].

Additionally, the ability to recreate complex stimuli, for example, multiple electrical

pulses coupled with continuous mechanical loadings, could help solving some of the chal-

lenges faced in the area of biomechanics [12]. Considering the micro meter size of cells,

it is particularly important to design platforms at the nano and micro scale that target them

as individual units (single-cells) or in groups (cell cultures, tissues). Table 1.1 shows the

range of cell sizes (from 2 to 120 µm) existing in many living organisms.

The ”simplest” and the most multifunctional design platforms that can provide tailored

mechanical stimuli in combination with others are micro-needle (MN) based platforms. In

nature different forms of MNs enable a variety of organisms to adapt to their environment.

In the past decade and a half, MNs started to play a significant role in engineering platforms
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Cell type Size [µm]
Platelets 2
Neutrophils 8-10
Lymphocytes 6-10
Osteocytes 10 - 20
Macrophages 20 - 80
Adipocytes filled with stored lipid 70 - 120 or larger in obese people

Table 1.1: Cell types and their sizes [9]

for cell studies, which led to the discovery of stem cell specialization, cell migration, guid-

ance, nucleus trapping and action potential recording. The best example of adaptation is

the mosquito’s proboscis, which inspired scientists to create the first pain-free hypodermic

needle for drug delivery applications. Overtime, the Micro-needle platforms (MNPs) have

became the essential components in many drug delivery devices.

However, many technical challenges remain in current technologies, including the lim-

ited range of performance of most of the MNPs and the failure in addressing the complex-

ities of cell organization in tissues. With current methods such as shear flow [13], atomic

force microscopy, optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers [14] it is difficult to address more

than one stimuli at a time. The ongoing search for multispectral devices and platforms with

features like flexibility, biocompatibility, faster prototyping, low cost and complex design

has directed researchers to the field of 3D printed materials. The developed 3D-printed ma-

terial structures can provide these features in addition to the advantages of easy processing

and patterning. Creating a MNP by 3D-printing (discussed in chapter 3) has the advan-

tage that it can be integrated in a variety of different substrates, offering microbiologist the

immediate tools for cell trapping, cell growth and cell death, drug or gene delivery, or mem-

brane or nucleus stressing etc. A major contribution of this thesis is to show that 3D printed

micro-needle based platforms could become next-generation tools for mechanobiological

studies, providing customization in tailoring the topographical complexity for multi-cell

cultures and tunability for mimicking a realistic tissue environment.

In this thesis, the implemented 3D-printed MNP patch for cell analysis can have differ-
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ent aspect ratios with sub-micron sized tip diameters providing a platform that can be imple-

mented in various drug delivery and cell analysis systems. The developed 3D-printed MNP

being fully compatible with traditional micro/nanofabrication techniques widens the range

of possible biofunctionalizations. The use of magnetic materials such as iron in combina-

tion with the biocompatible 3D-printed MNP creates an ideal implantable in-vitro platform

for cell transfection.

The dynamic patterning of shape and size of the 3D-printed MNs has the advantage

of enabling optimization for drug delivery techniques such as electroporation (discussed

in chapter 4), where the shapes and geometries of the electrodes dictate the performance

of the device. Enhancing electroporation systems with custom designed electrodes reduces

the cell mortality rates during transfection and optimizes the delivery control. The proposed

3D-printed MN drug delivery electroporation device offers unique properties that allow sin-

gle cell or multi-cell groups to be simultaneously transfected with a range of breakthrough

voltages. Moreover, extending the application of MNs to wireless operation for targeting

diseases like intravenous plaque accumulation, Alzheimer disease, cancer cells or tissues

degradation could open new capabilities for future developments. The vast variety of real

life problems listed above could be all targeted with a suitable MNP. Developing such a

platform process-flow with design flexibility in mind, allows the creation of a variety of

MN substrates for wireless drug delivery or tissue stimulation. The proposed platform inte-

grates the flexibility to fabricate MNs made of polymer that can be custom-sized, electro- or

magneto conductive and can be used in liquid solution, in a patch or integrated on flexible

substrates or in a lab on a chip systems.

The main objectives of this dissertation are :

1. Creation of micro-needles with various sizes and pitches and establishment of cus-

tom designed topographies for cell cultures, to provide researchers with a method to

optimize cell environments.

2. Develop a novel process for 3D-printed micro-needles on transparent or non-transparent
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substrates to provide unprecedented flexibility with respect to geometrical and topo-

graphical parameters.

3. Exploit different coatings for produced 3D printed structures to extend their function-

alities with electrical as well as magnetic features.

4. Develop a new fabrication process to realize electroporation devices using 3D-MNs,

which enables cell permeabilization for a wide range of cells sizes at ultra-low volt-

ages and without the need for buffer solutions.

5. Develop a silicon-based fabrication process flow for scaling-up the production of

customizable conductive MNs using industrial processes.

6. Develop new method for membrane permeabilization for drug delivery consisting of

an inductively activated system, allowing for wireless operation. The capabilities of

the new system include on-demand delivery by exploring induction heating of gold

MNs and their application on cancer cells.

1.2 Thesis Outline and Contributions

This dissertation is structured to follow a progressive sequential study in the area of micro-

needles . Moreover, novel concepts of drug delivery applications taking advantage of the

micro needles substrates are further developed. The dissertation focuses on the fabrication

and characterization of such novel micro needle platforms and their immediate application

on cells. This dissertation is organized in five chapters as follows:

Chapter 1 provides an introduction, motivation and contribution to the dissertation work.

An outline is provided and the collaborators are acknowledged.

Chapter 2 covers the background of the work in this dissertation. The chapter begins with

discussing the physics of some of the fabrication concepts used in this work, such as electro-

poration, electrodeposition, inductive heating and 3D printing. A review follows on prior
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works of MN substrates, drug delivery systems, and the different competitive technologies.

Chapter 3 starts with the potential of the 3D printing in designing and fabricating MNPs.

The chapter describes the methods and experimental techniques used for the fabrication

and the processing of the 3D printed MNP. The realized MNs have been functionalized by

a metallic magnetic layer. The structural and magnetic properties of the 3D-printed MNs

are studied and their application into cancer cells are shown.

Chapter 4 provides a description of the existing electroporation technologies and the need

for their further optimization. The chapter continues with explicit description of the fabrica-

tion of two devices with interchangeable workflow. The proposed electroporation designs

are furthermore discussed and a thorough study has been carried out of their characteriza-

tion. The chapter finishes with the application of the electroporation devices in cancer cells

and human embryonic kidney cells.

Chapter 5 starts with describing the fabrication and characterization of a custom MNs tem-

plate. That includes the fabrication of different types of MNs in square patches in different

dimensions. The template results are applied to a specific drug delivery cell application,

which uses inductive heating as a method for delivery.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of all results and conclusions of this dissertation. Moreover,

remaining challenges and prospects about future work are discussed.

The entire dissertation revolves around the fabrication and characterization of novel

micro-needle platforms taking advantage of the traditional nanofabrication/characterization

tools available to researchers. To the best of my knowledge, the research work has made

the following contributions:

1. 3D printing is introduced as a novel fabrication process for cell substrates. Iron and

gold thin film coatings on the 3D printed micro needles were developed and fully

characterized. 3D printed magnetic MNs were shown for the first time, exhibiting

high biocompatibility. Observations of the cell membrane folding on the MNs are

also studied and described.
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2. Realization of custom designed electroporation device featuring:

• Custom designed 3D pyramids with cell adhesion surfaces for field enhance-

ment during electroporation.

• Ultra-low actuation voltage and very high transfection rates.

• Important 3D printing aspects have been addressed such as hatching voxel dis-

tances and slicing affecting the smoothness of the printed pyramids.

• Customizability of pitch, order and spacing of the electrode lines and positioning

of the needles

• Excellent Biocompatibility

• Flexible in dimensions and fabrication of a cavity for cell trapping and drug

delivery

• Study of isolation layer around the pyramids’ surface and its biocompatibility

• Electro permeabilization of the cell membrane with cells in suspension and ad-

herent cells

• Transparency

3. Development of cost effective MNs mold fabrication on silicon, allowing immediate

industrial implementation for various needles desings that features:

• Custom recipes for dry plasma etching and Chromium removal.

• Customizable pitch, order and aspect ratio of the needles. Moreover, the pro-

duced needles can be tuned to be hollow or filled.

• Realization of gold, nickel, iron, copper, Poly pyrrole (PPy) needles, showing

the versatility of the mold.

• High biocompatibility
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4. Development of new method for membrane permeabilization by remote actuation.

The method takes advantage of field activated gold micro-needles to enable deliv-

ery inside of cells. The platform takes advantage of the electromagnetic indusction

to wirelessly activate the needles for cell transfections. Cell-needle interactions are

studied by TEM and transfection rates up to 70% are found. The platform features

unique strengths in terms of material flexibility and surface topology design. The

field activation method can be also applied on similar MN platforms for long term

in-vivo analysis.

1.3 Statement of Collaboration

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this dissertation, some of the work has been achieved

in collaboration with colleagues and research scientists. My colleague Jose Efrain Perez

performed the biocompatibility study of HCT116 cell lines on 3D printed needles and

gold micro needles and provided confocal microscope images. Transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) images of the 3D printed iron coated micro needles were carried out with

Dr. Yurii Ivanov from the Sensing Magnetism and Microsystem Group. Equally, Dr.

Rachid Sougrat from the Advance Nanofabrication, Imaging and Characterization Core

Lab prepared (epoxy layering, nitrogen diamond slicing) and imaged by TEM, samples with

gold micro needles. Xuan Zhou, performed the biocompatibility and proliferation study of

the HEK293 cell line on the gold electroporation device. All the other experimental pro-

cedures involving sample preparations and characterizations were performed by Mincho

Kavaldzhiev.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction to Ferromagnetism on a micro-nanoscale

Magnetic materials rely on the properties of the materials to interact with the magnetic

field. A particularly interesting candidate is iron, which is in 3d64s2 configuration and

forms many useful bio compounds,1 building enzymes, transport gases and oxides Fe(II)

and Fe(III). Iron possesses four net unpaired electrons according to Hund’s law. Each of

them expresses spin angular momentum (s=1
2
) and also orbital angular momentum (ms =

γl)[15], coupled by spin orbit interaction, and gives rise to the total angular momentum, j,

of iron. These moments shift the total electronic band structure to higher and lower states

with respect to the spin momentum. The splitting in energy gives rise to material magnetism

from the appearance of unpaired spins in the crystal structure.

One of the phenomena exhibited in iron, due to its electronic band structure, is the long

range ordering, otherwise called ferromagnetism (or iron magnetism, since first seen in

iron), causing the unpaired spins to align themselves to their closest neighbors. The collec-

tive alignment of the spins results in the formation of a domain, within which the magnetic

field is strong and unidirectional. In bulk however, the formation of multiple domains ap-

pears to avoid stray fields and maintain a low total energy of the material. Ferromagnetism

manifests itself when applying small external magnetic fields to the material, aligning the

different domains in one direction, which results in total saturation magnetization depend-

ing on the relative permeability of the material2. In the case of iron, the magnetization
1hemoglobine, myoglobine, cytochrome P450
2In the case of iron, the relative permeability is 200 000
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reaches 1797±0.02 emu.cm−3 [16] and for iron oxide films 400±40 emu.cm−3 [17]. Struc-

tures of single domains, such as particles smaller than 20nm in diameter that are dominated

by thermal fluctuations, exhibit strong collective switching-moment behavior called super-

paramagnetism [18].

These characteristics of the ferromagnetic materials are expressed in their hysteresis

loop (figure (2.1)), relating the magnetizing field (H) to magnetization (M) and its direction.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of hysteresis curves of a ferromagnetic material com-
pared to superparamagnetic particles

The hysteresis loop describes many of the properties of the magnetic material such as the

magnetization at saturation (Ms), the magnetic remanence (Mr), and magnetic coercivity

(Hc).

2.2 Micro fabrication techniques

The possibility of having high control on the final structure is making MEMS technology

attractive for this project. The three major aspects of fabrication are photolithography, de-

position, and dry or wet etching.
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2.2.1 Photolithography

Photolithography is associated with the writing of a master pattern onto the surface of the

substrate by the means of a photo-sensitive polymers. A photosensitive polymer (photore-

sist) undergoes irreversible chemical changes rending it either soluble or not soluble under

light exposition through a mask, allowing the transfer of a desired pattern to the resist. The

photolithography process consists of several steps. Firstly, an appropriate cleaning proce-

dure is applied to the surface, most commonly acetone and isopropanol(IPA), followed by

heating up the sample to dry the residual moisture. In some cases, a promoter is applied,

which creates free radical bonds on the surface that create strong bonds afterwords with

photoresist polymers. When the resist is spin coated onto the substrate surface it allows

for precise control of its thickness. The photoresist is afterwords pre-baked to evacuate all

the solvents necessary to increase its initial viscosity and lower its solubility. Depending

on the cross-linker of the resist, a different wavelength λ (commonly DUV 240nm or UV

360nm) is used to expose it through the mask (glass/chromium template with motifs). The

dimensions of the written structures depend mainly on the wavelength λ used during the

exposure and the proximity of the mask with the photoresist. In electron lithography for

example, the resolution attained is of several nanometers. Appropriate developer removes

the soluble parts of the photoresist after exposure leaving a distinct pattern on the surface

of the substrate.

2.2.2 Metal Deposition

Deposition techniques can be physical, chemical or electrochemical. A typical physical

process like sputtering involves creation of a plasma with excitation gas (often argon). The

positively charged argon ions are accelerated to bombard the source material and eject in-

dividuals atoms, clusters or molecules. The ”cloud” of these ejected particles reacts with

the substrate to form a uniform metal3 layer. This process takes places in high vacuum
3It can be oxide, nitride, organic or any solid target
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chambers.

Another standard and adopted technique for metal deposition is evaporation. Evapo-

ration takes advantage of a metal or isolating material inserted inside a crucible, which is

melted during the evaporation process with a high intensity electron beam or resistive heat-

ing. The melted atoms detach from the crucible and can travel from the crucible through a

vacuum gradient to the surface of interest and form a thin layer.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) exposes the surface to a volatile precursor, which

recombines or decomposes on the substrate. For example, silane (SiH4) is typically used

to obtain amorphous silicon4 or other compounds. The pressure enhanced CVD or low

pressure CVD processes takes place between 100°C-300°C obeying Arrehenius behavior

reactions (exponential temperature dependence). Electrochemical deposition makes use of

an electrolyte solution (in the case of iron it is an acidic solution of PH 3.5). Electrical

fields created between the conductive surface of the sample and an cathode grid excite the

metallic compounds in the solution and attract them to the anode surface of the sample.

2.2.3 Dry and Wet Etching

An etching process occurs if the conditions of transport of etchant to the surface, surface

reaction and removal of product species are all met. Wet etching processes use liquid acid

chemical (KOH, HF etc.) and are isotropic, and very frequently not controllable. Dry

etching uses high intensity ion gases (plasma), where excited molecules and ionized species

are formed. Excited molecules are chemically reactive, performing the chemical etch and

neutral compounds are often used to remove the byproduct and volatile elements of the

chemical etch. Often the plasma is excited by an RF field, which introduce directionality

of the etching. The Bosch process is the most widely used process for Deep Reactive Ion

Etching (DRIE) : (1) plasma etching and (2) deposition of chemically inert passivation

layer. Combination of ion bombardment and chemical etch of the surface makes this method
4The silane decompose in the chamber following SiH4 → Si + 2H2, and a-Si is structured on the surface
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favorable for producing vertical structures.

2.3 Two photon polymerization in 3D printing

The two photon polymerization (2PP) was first presented by Maruo et al.[19] by exploring

SCR-500 resist with different concentrations of photoinitiators with near infra red light

exposure. As a lithography technique, the 2PP, as its name indicates, exploits the two

photon absorption phenomena to excite an active molecule and start a chemical process that

changes its structural state from liquid to solid. The technique relies on non-linear effects

in high intensity Femtosecond lasers, in which a monomer molecule is produced in a pixel

volume called voxel that can be manipulated in a 3D space. The resists necessary for this

technique are designed to absorb two photons of half energy in order to be excited from their

ground state for cross-linking to occurs. In contrast with the standard lithography, where the

absorption rate of the resist is linearly dependent on the photon flux and the photon energy

matches perfectly the energy needed for monomer formation, the 2PP, however uses double

the wavelength needed for polymerization, making it a nonlinear process of the third order

[20]. Bhawalkar et al. calculated that the energy needed Wph for the 2PP process to occurs

is a function of the angular frequency ω, the imaginary part of the susceptibility tensor χ,

the intensity of the incident light Iph, the speed of light in vacuum c and the refractive index

n,
dWph

dt
=

8 ∗ π2ω

c2n2
I2phℑ(χ3). (2.1)

The voxel for 2PP is defined by the numerical aperture NA of the system in combination

with the absorption light rate in the resist which is scaled with the square of the light inten-

sity. The resist polymerization threshold is the result of chemical and quantum mechanism

such as molecular quenching, radical termination and internal photon conversion. The pro-

cesses of internal photon conversion and 2PP resist polymerization are illustrated in figure

2.2 together with the associated Gaussian beam laser profile.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (2.2a) Schematic illustration of a guassian laser profile beam in a 3D printing
system. The polymerization threshold marks the beginning of the photo initiator conversion
into monomer radicals (2.2b) Schematic illustration of the photon processes in the photo re-
sist ocurring during a 2PP process. The forming of the resist monomer later polymer strictly
depend on the energy of the incident photons along with the resulting internal conversion
and molecules quantum quenching

As mentioned previously, the polymerization volume for a 2PP process is dependent on

the voxel size and energy. The cross section δ, can be defined as the number of absorbed

photons per time
dnp

dt
= δNF 2, (2.2)

where N is the number of converted molecules and F is the photon flux. In terms of energy,

the cross section is expressed as

δ =
16π3hν2

c2n2N
ℑ(χ3), (2.3)

with units of m4s/photon known as GM [21]. The fraction of photons that create excited

molecules in the polymer together with a high cross section area is preferred to achieve

3D structures at lower writing powers and high writing speeds. Due to the fact that the

laser light is not absorbed out of the range of the 2PP volume, we can perform writings in

bulk of the material in contrast with the standard lithography techniques, where the light is

absorbed as soon as it interacts with the photo initiators in the resist.
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The resolution of writing depends on the voxel aspect ratio, which scales with laser

power and exposure time, due to the fact that voxel definition relies on threshold energy.

Decreasing the exposure time and laser power results in lower polymerized volumes. It can

be concluded that for a 3D printing system, the highest resolution dimensions are controlled

by the numerical objective aperture and near threshold laser intensity with high laser power

that minimize the overall exposure time and the energy cross section.

2.4 Introduction to electrodeposition

Electroplating is the process of depositing a thin film of conductive material from an elec-

trolytic solution containing free ions and applying a respective potential to attract those

ions. The ions recombine on the potential surface (target) to form neutral species. Since

the target surface stays electrically charged during the whole process, the reaction contin-

ues until the power supply is turned off. A typical electrolytic setup consists of two main

parts: the electrolytic solution containing the free ions and electrodes (anodes and cathodes)

connected to a power supply, as shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Electroplating schematics with the electrolytic bath solution (in green), cathode
and anode electrodes (grey and red) and power source (black). When a potential is applied,
the ions in the solution are attracted to their respective electrodes

The physics of electroplating follows Faraday’s law of electrolysis (eq. 2.4), where the

mass of the deposited film is proportional to the quantity of electricity (Coulombs) passed

through it [22]

mtotal =
A

nF

∫
Idt, (2.4)
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where A denotes the atomic weight in g/mol, n,the number of electrons participating in the

reduction reaction, F , the faraday constant (96485 Coulombs/mol), and I , the electrical

current.

2.4.1 Electrodeposition of Gold

Gold electroplating relies on the reduction of cyanide or sulfate complexes [23] (eq.(2.5),(2.6))

and it is necessary to apply different potentials depending on the nature of the reduction pro-

cess

Au+ + 2CN− → [Au(CN)2]
−, (2.5)

Au+ + 2S2O−
3 → [Au(S2O2)2]

3−. (2.6)

This is related to the number of electrons participating in the reaction. The growth of

the gold is dependent on whether direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC) is applied.

This is due to the fact that the nucleation rate of ions differs for DC and AC, due to different

diffusivity conditions during the plating [23]. The DC depositions are characterized by high

surface ion mobility and crystalline growths, which are in contrast with AC depositions

with blocked surface diffusions due to high adions (ions absorbed on the surface) and more

columnar results. Additionally, the AC depositions form finer grains due to coalescence of

nuclei during the relaxation time.

2.4.2 Electrodeposition of Poly Pyrrole

Most of the conductive polymers are polyconjugated and share similar properties with met-

als, while exhibiting the mechanical properties of polymers. Due to these properties, the

conductive polymers are considered a hybrid system (dopant based). For the past three

decades polypyrrole has been one of the most studied, organic, conductive polymers [24]

due its versatile synthesis, high conductivity, flexibility and good biocompatibility [25].

The name indicates that it is composed of a chain of pyrrole heterocycles (C4H4NH) with
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molar mass of 67.09 [26].

C4H4NH + (2 + y)nFeCl3 → [(C4H3Ny+
n )nyCl−] + (2 + y)nFeCl2 + 2nHCl. (2.7)

The PPy synthesis is achieved by chemical or electrochemical approach [27]. The

chemical synthesis relies on the oxidation of a monomer (Py) by chemical oxidants. The

oxidation happens in an aqueous solution, where Iron(II) or Copper(II) salts are widely

used[28, 29] as oxidants following the reaction 2.7.

The conductivity of the PPy is affected by a variety of factors, among which are the sol-

vent and oxidant, initial pyrrole/oxidant ratio, duration and temperature of the reaction. In

general, deposition at lower temperature (0°- 5°C) results in a material of high conductivity

[28]. The final oxidation of pyrrole is an irreversible process; the oxidation reaction cannot

be reversed by reduction.

The electrochemical synthesis relies on the release of electrons (figure 2.4a)[30] or pro-

tons [31] (figure 2.4b) from the monomer.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (2.4a) Polypyrrole loss of electron or monomer oxidation. The plus circle in-
dicates that there are several resonance states possible for electron transfer, due to electron
delocalisation. (2.4b) Polypyrrole loss of proton due to previously oxidized monomer

In the case of figure 2.4a, the reaction starts with the production of a free radical cation.

The monomer has three different cation configurations resulting from the most preferable

state. The produced cation can now be attracted by a high electrical potential zone, where

it will bind to the substrate.
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Figure 2.5: Radical dimerization due to electron transfer

The free radical dimerizes (figure 2.5) and it is ready for the growth of a chain (figure

2.6) of monomers.

Figure 2.6: Chain of PPy monomers growing on top of oligomeric states

The second case (figure 2.4b) implies that an oxidized site like the one in figure 2.4a is

followed by expelling of a proton and immediate bonding to another monomer with electron

transfer in order to minimize the bonding energy between oxidized states. The newly pro-

duced dimmer (figure 2.7) experiences reoxidation and continues to grow similar to figure

2.6.

Figure 2.7: Dimmer formation due to proton exchange and chain growth by monomer re-
combination

The conductivity of the final PPy film depends the applied field (figure 2.8a) and the
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pH value (figure 2.8b). As seen in figure 2.8a, there is an optimum voltage value condition

to respect in order to maximize the conductivity of the deposited film. A similar conclusion

can be drawn from figure 2.8b, where there is a window for the pH value to achieve high

film conductivity. This comes from the fact that different radicals can orient themselves

differently, resulting in a completely different surface and conductivity [32]. The electro-

chemical synthesis of PPy has an advantage over the chemical one, since the films have

better conductivity and the yield in charge transfer during the reaction is closer to 100%

[33].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Dependence of the conductivity of the produced PPy film on the deposition
voltage (2.8a) or the pH value (2.8b) of the solution.

Apart from its conductivity, structural plasticity and biocompatibility the Ppy can ac-

quire other properties by doping. Both charge transport and magnetic properties can be

achieved by multi segment or codeposition of Fe and PPy in the AC deposition mode us-

ing square wave potentials[34]. Sodium dodecylsulfate (NaDS) is often used as supporting

electrolyte during the codeposition [35]. NaDS and PPy form a conductive matrix (PPy-

DS) to which the metal cations Fe2+,Co2+,Ni2+, attach. Furthermore, physical methods

are also possible, such as the mixing of iron oxide or gold particles by sonicating them

into the polymer [36, 37] followed by electro-polymerisation, to enhance the electrical or

magnetic properties of the PPy.
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2.5 Electromagnetic Heating

The first time induction heating was observed by M. Faraday was in the mid 1800’s, in

transformers and motors, where it created undesirable effects [38]. Later, in 1916, the first

intentional use of induction heating to melt metals occured [38]. Heat induction phenomena

takes place when an alternating voltage applied to an induction coil results in an alternating

current in the coil circuit. The same current will produce a time-variable magnetic field

that has the same frequency as the coil current. The magnetic field strength depends on the

current flowing in the induction coil, the coil geometry, the material inside of the coil and

the distance from the coil (figure (2.9)). The changing magnetic field induces eddy cur-

rents (Fouccaut currents) in the workpiece located inside or in proximity to the coil. These

induced currents have the same frequency as the coil current. However, their direction is op-

posite to the coil current. Alternating eddy currents induced in the workpiece produce their

own magnetic fields, which have opposite directions to the direction of the main magnetic

field of the coil. Therefore, the total magnetic field of the induction coil is a result of the

source magnetic field and induced magnetic fields. Alternating eddy currents produce heat

through the Joule effect. The main difference between induction heating and other heating

phenomena is that the heat generation is inside the workpiece rather than transferred from a

heat source outside which includes the three heat generations (conduction, convection, and

radiation) [39, 40].

Figure 2.9: Induction heating schematics

A mathematical description (eq. 2.8) of the heat induction takes into account the laws
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of heat transfer(Fourier, Newton) and energy transfer (Maxwell Faraday) to estimate deter-

ministically the number of heat sources inside the heated workpieces (eddy current sources)

[40][41]

∇2H(x, τ) = jµ0ωσH(x, τ),

δt(x, τ)

δτ
= a∇2t(x, τ) +

1

cγ
F (x, τ)

(2.8)

,where x is a spatial coordinate, τ is the time, t(x, τ ) is the temperature function, H is the

magnetic field intensity c is the specific heat, σ the electrical conductivity, µ0 is the magnetic

permeability, γ is the specific density of the metal, ω is the angular frequency of the coil

current and a is the average value of the thermal conductivity of the heated metal. The

function F (x, τ) describes the distribution of internal heat sources (eddy currents) per unit

time and unit volume. For a cylindrical metal workpiece, the total power density loss can

be approximated by [42]

Ptotal =
π2J2

pd
2f 2

6kργ
[
Watts

kg
], (2.9)

where ρ is the resistivity, Jp is the magnetic polarization, d is the diameter of the cylinder,

k is a geometrical constant (equal to 2 for cylindrical geometry) and f is the frequency.

As mentioned before, the eddy currents produced in the workpiece acquire the frequency

of the driving coil and, at a very high frequency, the resulting magnetic field produced by

the eddy currents will ultimately push the electrical carriers to the surface of the workpiece,

reducing the power loss domain to a thin sheet. The penetration depth can be estimated as

follows

δ =
1√

πfµσ
. (2.10)

As shown in eq. 2.10, the depth of heating depends on the frequency of the AC field, the

electrical resistivity, and the relative magnetic permeability, µ, of the workpiece.

In the case of magnetic materials, the so called hysteresis losses can occur during the

process of heat induction. The magnetic materials are dipole systems, which when subjected

to an alternating magnetic field, tends to oscillate by changing their polarity. However, these
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losses are frequently ignored when working with relatively large objects at higher frequency

and only the eddy currents dominate the heat loss inside of the workpiece.

The eddy currents can be ignored for nano-size magnetic particles where only the hys-

teresis losses are accountable for the heat generation. For nano sized objects the effect

of skin depth can be neglected by assuming uniform distribution of magnetic field in the

particles.

2.6 Introduction to the Theory of Electroporation

The cell membrane is a lipid bilayer, which is susceptible to an applied electrical field.

The application of an electric field to cells leads to cell displacement, trapping, rotation

(dielectrophoresis [43]), cell fusion (electrofusion [44]) or cell membrane permeabilization

(electroporation). Studies have concluded that electrical field exposure of cell membrane

can lead to an electrical breakdown [45]. During membrane permeabilization the cell mem-

brane’s dielectric strength decreases and the membrane’s specific conductance increases

[1]. The two underlying mechanisms for successful realization for electroporation are the

dielectric breakdown of the cell lipid bilayer and the creation of pores.

As early as 1975, Coster et al. proposed an electro-mechanical model [46] while study-

ing cells of Valonia utricularis for the electrical membrane breakdown.

Pe = − d

dδm

∫ δm

0

1

2
ϵmϵ0E

2dx (2.11)

In the model (eq. 2.11), the mechanical compression of the membrane is achieved by an

electrical compressive force per unit area of a cell membrane Pe, where δm is the thickness

of the cell membrane, ε0 is the electrical permittivity of free space, εm is the electrical

permittivity of the cell membrane and E is the electrical field strength.

The negative sign in 2.11 accounts for the compression of the applied electrical forces.

The membrane itself exerts an opposing elastic force to the Pe, called mechanical restoring
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force, per unit cell area Pm given by 2.12, where Y elastic modulus of the cell membrane

and δ0 is the original unstrained cell membrane thickness.

Pm = Y

∫ δm

δ0

dx

x
= Y ln(

δm
δ0

) (2.12)

By removing the dependence of x of the Pe, we receive an equation which is strictly

dependent on the voltage Vm across the cell membrane. Both forces balance each other and

hence

εmε0Vm
2

2δm
2 = −Y ln(

δm
δ0

) (2.13)

Vtm
2 =

AcstY δm
2

εmε0
, (2.14)

which shows that an electro-mechanical breakdown of the cell membrane will occur for

sufficiently large compressions, that is small values of δm. The voltage necessary to per-

meabilize the membrane can be approximated by 2.14, where Acst is a numerical constant

coming from the infinite approximation of the log function. The model assumes that the

membrane behaves as a lossy dielectric material and the cell integrity is a giant capacitor.

Schematically the process has been illustrated by [1] in figure 2.10.

The transmembrane electric potential regulates the pore’s creation/annihilation with two

possible fates for the cell described by [47]. The first path exposes the cell to osmotic

imbalance due to absorption of external material, which creates swelling of the cell and

eventual membrane rupture (ghost cells). The second path is to create pores with a specific

diameter that osmotically balance the external molecules payload. The cells in this case do

not undergo swelling and the product is a drug loaded and totally healed cell. The theory

of pore creation/annihilation provided by [48], assumes two types of cell pore creation.

Hydrophobic pores with open lipid chains and hydrophilic pores with lipid chains enclosed

are both configurations, which have an unequal probability of creation due to the difference
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Representation of an electrical membrane permeabilization made by [1]. (a) At
a given radius, a, the transmembrane potential Ec is equal to the critical external electrical
field E and proportional to the Vm. (b) By increasing the strength of the external electrical
field, electrical breakdown occurs at the cell ”pores” (i.e. in field direction)

in lipid bilayer energy needed to create them. In this case, the electroporation is the resulting

process the energy cost of hydrophobic and hydrophilic pores.
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Chapter 3

3D Printed Micro Needles

3.1 3D Printed Micro Needles -

Introduction

Platforms for cell growth with micro-needles or nano-wires have been proven to affect the

cell’s overall fate [49, 50, 11]. For instance, it has been shown that the cell proliferation

rate is dependent on the cell-substrate interface [51, 52, 53, 54]. In the case of an MNP, the

cells’ proliferation rate is controlled by the needles’ height, diameter and material, [55, 56]

and different cells proliferate differently in the same environment.

For example, in the study of Felipe Viela et al.[11] the impact of high aspect ratio to-

pographies on the cells’ behavior was discussed. Two different square-shaped pillar patches

(diameter x height : 0.5x2µm and 2x10 µm) were produced by nanoimprinting from poly-

carbonate films, and mouse neuronal cells were seeded on top of it as shown in (3.1a). The

results show that cells growing on the tallest pillars experienced overall lower prolifera-

tion rates, which is related to the cells filopodia activity and overall lower migration. In

contrast, the cells on the shorter pillars experienced a 15% increase in migration compared

to the reference flat substrate. However, the limitation of the nanoimprinting technology

in this case, did not allow the authors to explore more complex scenarios, like shorter and

taller pillars with different pitches the influence of aspect ratios on the cells’ proliferation,

cytoskelton-nucleus interactions and overall cell migration.

Similarly, Xiangnan et al. [57] examined self-deformation of stem cells and their dif-

ferentiation on top of a range of aspect ratios Poly Lactic-co-Glycolic Acid (PLGA) micro
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: (3.1a) (3.1b)

pillars for a range of aspect ratios figure 3.1b. The study confirmed that for stem cells seeded

on high aspect ratio PLGA, pillars an osteogenic differentiation occurs and the topography

plays the role of a signal modulator. The pillars were produced using a silicon mold, which

is very costly and not versatile in terms of pillars’ surface organization and different aspect

ratios.

Various studies revealed that cell adhesion[58], guidance[59], viability [60] and differ-

entiation [61] are all affected by the surrounding environment. Suijian (et al.) explain in

their study of cells grown on silicon nanowires [58] that the presence of pillars creates an

up-regulation of focal adhesion kinesis, which stimulates the creation and the extension of

filopodia. Furthermore, the study suggests that the pitch of the pillars is crucial for further

spreading, guidance and cell adhesion in comparison to flat substrates.

A lot of effort in the area of cancer research has been dedicated on the creation of sub-

strates with different stiffnesses to study the interaction of the complex extracellular matrix

with the cancer cells in vitro [62]. Wozniak et al. used floating three-dimensional colla-

gen gels as a medium for breast epithelial cell studies to conclude that the epithelial cell
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differentiation is regulated by the 3D collagen environment [63]. The complexity of real

tissue interactions with cancer cells has been mimicked by polyethylene glycol and poly-

dimethylsiloxane scaffolds polymers [64]. The study by Pranav et al. showed that a sig-

nificant difference in the cell migration occurs when the cells are allowed to explore the 3D

dimensionality of their environment.

Finally, an important aspect of the cell life is the cell’s molecular transport. The mor-

phological deformations of cells created by micro pillars affect the transport of proteins and

genes within the cytoskeleton or the membrane itself, and compromises the cell’s overall

life cycle[11, 49, 65]. Moreover, the cell nucleus as the largest and stiffest organelle in the

cell plays an important role in the mechanical properties of the cell [66]. It has been shown

that micro to nano-sized needles are useful for probing cellular nuclear mechanics, such as

nucleus elongation or compression [67, 57].

It is evident that a custom designed 3D needle topography for growing and culturing

cells can play important roles for many vital cell functions and ultimately determine its

fate. Designing an adequate MNP, with the complexity required to mimic the higher archi-

tectures of tissues can bring advances in domains such as bioengineering, drug delivery and

cell-cell interactions, and this has not been attempted so far. In the pursuit of achieving this

goal, in this chapter the fabrication of 3D printed needles on various substrates with differ-

ent aspect ratios is discussed. Fabrication techniques are developed that allow optimizing

pillar parameters such as height, pitch and diameter and coatings are applied for further

functionalization.

3.2 3D Printed Micro Needles -

fabrication

3D printed micro needles were prepared using a direct laser writing system (Nanoscribe,

GmbH, Photo Professonal GT), utilizing two-photon polymerization, as illustrated in figure

3.2, on a silicon (Si) substrate which was iron (Fe) coated by sputter deposition. Specifi-
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cally, a single-side polished silicon (Si) (100) wafer, with a refractive index of 3.4401 was

pre-cleaned with IPA and heated to 100°C to remove contaminants. Next, it was diced into

2.5 x 2.5 cm2 pieces with a thickness of 525 ± 0.5 µm to be further used as a substrate.

Si - substrate  

Air
IP - DIP

DROP CASTING

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Si - substrate  

Developing

(e)

Si - substrate  

Fe coating

(f)

Figure 3.2: Process flow for 3D printed microneedle fabrication. (3.2a) Drop casting of the
IP-Dip resist on the Si-wafer. (3.2b) Finding the substrate surface and three examples of
stage offset through which the position of the substrate surface with respect to the first voxel
is controlled. (3.2c) Printing of cylindrical structure by stacking of laser voxels. (3.2d) 3D
printing perpendicular to the substrate (z-axis direction) with 15 mW of laser power. (3.2e)
Array of 3D printed needles after development. (3.2f) Fe sputtering to coat the printed
structures.

An IP-DIP (Nanoscribe) liquid resist was drop cast on the polished side of the Si die

(figure 3.2a) and the printer objective lens (63x Zeiss microscope objective NA1.4) was

directly dipped (Dip-in Laser Lithography (DILL) configuration [68]) into the photoresist,

serving as an immersion and photosensitive medium at the same time. The needle shape

was defined in 3D space by crosslinking the polymer by means of a two-photon polymeriza-

tion process [69], starting with finding the surface of the Si substrate (figure 3.2b), followed

by printing sequentially (figure 3.2c,3.2d). This two-photon absorption mechanism poly-

merizes the resist only in the focal spot, therefore allowing 3D printing. In order to ensure

adhesion of the printed structure to the substrate, the first laser voxel needs to partially lie

inside the substrate. This is controlled by the position of the stage offset, for which three ex-
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amples are shown in figure 3.2b. The employed printing system relies on a high mismatch

of the refractive indices of the resist and the substrate in order for the immersed objective

lens to find the substrate surface. The difference in refractive indices between the IP-DIP

resist and the Si wafer is 0.5, which is much more than the required 0.05. The output laser

power of the Photonic Professional GT system was adjusted to 15 mW. In order to obtain

cylindrical needles, a stage offset of 0.5 (figure 3.2c) has been used, which ensures a straight

growth in the vertical direction, and the laser power was kept constant during the exposure,

while stacking voxels in the vertical direction. In all cases, the piezo motor speed during

printing was 42 µm/s. After exposure, the sample was immersed in Mr-Dev 600 developer

for 5 minutes, after which a constant dose 0.05 ml of IPA was added every 10 seconds for

another 2 min (figure 3.2e). Finally, the 3D printed pillars were coated with Fe (MaTeck

GmbH, 99.995% purity, No.0908054- 12), as shown in (figure 3.2f), by sputter deposition

(902 PLC, Equipment Support Company LtD). The stage was rotated at 0.2 m/s to achieve

uniformity with a pressure of 6e-6 mTorr at room temperature and the substrate was main-

tained at a 45°angle for better sidewall coverage. The plasma conditions were 10 mTorr, 30

sccm Ar and 125 W power, resulting in a deposition rate of 7 nm/min. The film and nee-

dle SEM topography image analyses were carried out with ImageJ software. The magnetic

response of the iron coating has been analyzed by Superconducting Quantum Interference

Device (SQUID). Additionally, the 3D printed pillars were dipped in Fe (Sigma Aldrich,

SKU-08071-200g, d=50nm ) particle powder. After the immersion for 1 min, the powder is

removed by nitrogen spraying. The method provides an easy technique for coating particles

onto the needles’s surface.

3.3 3D printed micro needles -

characterization & bio analyses

Figure 3.3a shows a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of a 3D printed cylindri-

cal resist micro needle, which has a rounded tip with an average diameter of 580 nm ± 20
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nm. A laser power of 15 mW and 100 ms exposure time provides excellent reproducibility

for cylindrical needles up to 6 μm in length. The wave pattern on the surface of the poly-

mer needle is a result of the back reflection of the laser (780 nm) light from the Si substrate,

forming an interference pattern with a pitch (λ/2n, with n = 1.52) of 256 nm in the polymer-

ized area [70, 71]. Figure 3.3b shows an Fe coated 3D printed microneedle, revealing that

the surface morphology from the resist needle is transferred to the iron surface. An array

of cylindrical, iron coated needles with a pitch of 12 µm is shown in figure 3.3c.

Figure 3.3: (3.3a) SEM image of a 3D printed cylindrical polymer resist needle and (3.3b)
of a cylindrical needle coated with a 120 nm thick Fe layer. (3.3c) SEM image of a patch
of cylindrical needles after coating with 6 µm in length and 12 µm pitch after Fe coating
on a silicon substrate.

Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show SEM images of a cylindrical resist pillar, with clustered

iron nanoparticles. The exposition of the pillars to the iron nanoparticle bath resulted in

clusters of 200 nm in diameter agglomerating on the tip of the cylindrical pillars (figure

3.4b). However, most of the clusters are randomly attached to the surface of the needle.

Furthermore, some of the iron particles are partially absorbed in the resist.

The bright field Transmission Electron microscopy (TEM) image in figure 3.5a shows

a cross section of 3D printed micro pillars with Fe coating. Electron Energy Loss Spec-

troscopy (EELS) maps of the deposited films on the surface of the pillars and at its bottom

are shown in figure 3.5b, and figure 3.5c respectively. They reveal an Fe/O atomic ratio

of more than 1, which corresponds to a mixture of Fe and iron oxide (FeO). The analyses
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: SEM images of 3D printed pillars with clusters of 50 nm particles (colored in
purple) attached to them 3.4a-3.4b.

Figure 3.5: Cross section image (3.5a) and EELS element mapping (3.5b,c) of an Fe coated
3D printed microneedle (color coding represents Fe in red and O in green). The EELS
spectroscopy reveals a mixture of Fe and Fe3O4 (3.5d)

of the white lines ratio of Fe L2/L3 peaks figure 3.5c revealed that the valence of the Fe is

close to that of magnetite [72]. This oxidation of the Fe film occurs naturally when being

exposed to air.

Magnetization curves of a square-shaped patch of cylindrical needles with 6 µm height,

630±15 nm diameter, 12 µm pitch and a total sample area of 3x2 mm2 are shown in fig-

ure 3.6a. The samples had been demagnetized before the measurements. In the parallel

direction (in-plane applied field) to the substrate, a softer magnetic behavior is found with
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Figure 3.6: Magnetization curves of (a) 225 (Fe coated 120nm in thickness) needles on
a silicon substrate (b) Fe coated (120nm thickness) 3D printed needle in a copper well
measured by Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)

a coercive field of 134 Oe, compared to the direction perpendicular (out-of-plane applied

field) to the substrate (parallel direction to the needles) with a coercive field of 263 Oe.

Hence, the magnetic properties measured in this way are mainly determined by the Fe thin

film on the substrate and its shape anisotropy, favoring an in-plane magnetization direction.

In order to obtain the magnetization curve of an individual Fe coated 3D printed needle, one

needle was carefully removed from the substrate and placed on a standard Omniprobe cop-

per lift off grid (prod # 460-2031-S). The results obtained using a SQUID are illustrated in

figure (3.6b). The sample has been demagnetized before the measurements and the mea-

surements are taken at 300 K. The sample has been demagnetized before the measurements

and the measurements were taken at 300 K. The needle shows isotropic magnetic behavior

in all three directions with a coercive field of 143 Oe, which is comparable to iron oxide core

shell nanowires when exposed to air oxidation not annealed [73]. This can be explained by

the typical domain pattern in such tubes which favors neither of the three directions but

instead it is arranged circumferentially around the tubes [74].

The flexibility of the Fe coated pillars has been tested by mechanically pushing them

with an Omniprobe (prod # 460-2031-S) (figure 3.7a). The pillars still restitute their form
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Figure 3.7: (3.7a) SEM image of iron coated cylindrical pillars before and after actuat-
ing with an Omniprobe. (3.7b) Deflection dependence on the force applied to the 3D pil-
lar.(3.7b) SEM image of completely bended cylindrical pillar bended to its maximum

after more than 10 deformations. The maximum deflection of the tip before irreversible

bending (figure 3.7c) has been estimated to be 1390 nm with a required force of 363 µN

(figure 3.7b). The calculated Young’s modulus of 0.77 GPa is in the range of the values of

Young’s modulus for polyethylene plastics [75], which is expected for photoresists.

The applied force has a linear dependance on the pillar deflection as shown in figure

3.7b which corresponds to a polymer stress behavior. No yield point is found before the

point of breaking. However accurate measure is not possible to be done without the iron

coating, since the polymer is sensitive to the electron beam due to the accumulating charge

overtime in the photoresist, but a typical elastomer behavior is expected.
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Figure 3.8: Confocal and SEM microscopy analyses of the interface of the micro-needles
and HCT 116 cells. (3.8a) Viability of cells stained with calcein AM/EthD-1 under fluo-
rescence microscope (top view). The black spots are micro-needles (4 are highlighted by
red circles as examples). (3.8b) Confocal imaging cross-section view of a Z-stack of cells
interfacing with the micro-needles and stained with calcein AM. The micro-needles appear
as black, non-fluorescent areas (examples are marked by a red rectangle). A single HCT116
cell is designated by the white rectangle box. The surface of the Si substrate is marked bel-
low the yellow line. (3.8c) Confocal image cross-section image with the cell membrane
stained, showing the membrane is folding around the micro needles, which appear as fluo-
rescent areas(marked by red arrows). The yellow dashed line represents the surface of the
substrate. (3.8e) SEM image of a cell wrapping around a cylindrical micro-needle on a Si
substrate. (3.8f) SEM image of an array of micro-needles with cells seeded on top of them.
The red dashed rectangles indicate the position of the needles.

The cell viability results shows an excellent biocompatiblity (figure 3.8a). The non-

fluorescent dye calcein AM is converted to its green fluorescent variant calcein by intracel-
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lular esterases which are only active in live viable cells. The red fluorescent dye EthD-1 is

only permeant to a damaged cell membrane, as in the case of a dying cell. This indicates

that interfacing the micro-needles with HCT116 cells does not compromise cell viability,

and therefore is a viable substrate for intracellular delivery. Confocal microscopy studies

were carried out using the calcein AM and the cell membrane dye CellMaskTM in order

to closely observe the interface of the micro needles and the cells. An orthogonal section

of a Z-stack of cells grown on the micro-needles shows the cytosol-bound calcein (figure

3.8b). It can be observed that the cells wrap around the micro-needles which appear as

black, non-fluorescent sections indented throughout the cells (figure 3.8c). In this case, as

the stained cell membrane folds around the micro-needles (figure 3.8e,3.8f), these appear

as bright green fluorescent sections.
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Chapter 4

3D Printed Electrodes for Electroporation

4.1 State of the art electroporation devices

Electroporation is a five decade old technique which encompass features as moving molecules
1[76], creating pores [47], signal detection and recording [8, 77]. It is exploited by mod-

ern therapeutics research to create micro and nanodevices with different functions for cell

sorting [78, 43, 76], gene modification [79], new cancer treatments [80, 81], controllable

drug delivery [82], or stem-cell differentiation [83]. The popularity of this technique among

the microbiologist community is mainly because of its suitability in multiple applications,

and the low level skills required to perform an experiment with other techniques such as

micro-injection [84].

Typically, electroporation devices are constituted by a cuvette with built-in planar elec-

trodes. An electric potential is applied (500V or more [85], which is higher than the trans-

membrane potential 0.2-1.7V [47]) in the cuvette cavity (gap range of 0.5mm to 2mm) to

achieve cell transfection. Optimizing the cell membrane permeabilization to maintain high

cell survival rates with this technique is challenging since electroporation efficiency de-

pends on the morphological aspects of the cells [86]. Moreover, the application of such

high electrical potentials leads to unwanted joule heating [87], change of the pH and con-

ductivity of the solution with increased solution toxicity [88], and ghost cells formation 2

[3].

In an attempt to overcome these challenges, different designs have been proposed,
1dielectrophoresis or isotachophoresis
2ghost cells : cells which undergo partial or full internal lysis
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shown in figures 4.1a and 4.1b [89, 90, 91, 3, 92, 2, 93, 94] where the interspace between the

planar electrodes has been reduced in order to decrease the electroporation voltage (10V-

100V). In addition, integration with microfluidic channels simplify the transfection of large

cell cultures. The success of these designs is primarily due to the amplification of the local

electrical field.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: (4.1a) Co-planar electrodes with micro cavity design proposed by Zhang et
al.[2]. (4.1b) Planar electrode design in tooth saw configuration proposed byHang et al.[3].
(4.1c) Simulation of the transmembrane reactance with the frequency examined by [3].

Hang et al.[3] demonstrated that in planar electrode designs at substantial frequencies

the transmembrane potential drops significantly, revealing a clear optimum point for the

voltage and frequency to create pores in the membrane (figure 4.1c). Nevertheless, in order

to decrease the cell mortality rate during transfection and administer, a tailored voltage

to each cell to account for their morphological differences, and single cell electroporation

systems have been developed [95, 96, 5, 97, 98, 99, 4].

The specificity of the single-cell electroporation systems relies on the design of micro ar-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: (4.2a) Controllable in-situ electroporation device demonstrated by Xiaoliang et
al.[4].(4.2b) Youchun et al.[5] concept of individually addressed electrodes for electropora-
tion.

rays of electrodes (figures 4.2a and 4.2b), which are addressed simultaneously. Figure 4.2a

shows a micro electrode array in which the circle electrodes are addressed in parallel form-

ing electrical paths for the target cells. The system of Xiaoliang et al.[4] (figure 4.2a) have

the capability to address the electrodes individually and apply a positive dielectrophoretic

force to the cells, and trap them into designed micro-wells for electroporation. The micro

electrodes arrays presented by Youchun et al.[5] (figure 4.2b) are trapped in isolated wells

which are fixed by fabrication constraints. Youchun et al. found that the optimum voltage

of (∼ 5.2Vpp) is required for the best transfection performance. Moreover, the majority of

the transfected cells along the edges of the electrodes show the inhomogeneous field expe-

rienced by the cell during the electroporation, which is the major control drawback of such

design.

In a different approach, Sakurai et al. achieved exact molecules delivery by using a

scanning ion conductance microscope [100] which took advantage of a dual anode probe

attached to the scanning tip of the microscope. While this enabled extremely localized

pore formations on the membrane, integrating this technique in a large-scale device is quite

infeasible.

Considering the previously developed devices and the experiences made with them, it
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seems that the advantages of planar multi-electrode arrays (low voltage and individual cell

electroporation) combined with needle-shaped electrodes is the best platform to achieve

control over the delivered molecules and, while minimizing the cells’ mortality rate. The

electrode optimization criterium is indispensable to achieve control over the delivery of

genes in-vitro or in-vivo [6, 101].

Since the combination of array approach and needle electrodes appears very promising,

several such devices have been recently proposed for cellular drug administration including

micro electrode arrays for skin [6], in-vivo [7, 102], and in-vitro cargo delivery [103, 104, 8]

figures 4.3a and 4.3c.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.3: (4.3a) Nickel 3D formed needles for skin electroporation drug delivery [6].
(4.3b) Gold micro needles for in-vivo drug delivery applications [7]. (4.3c) Platinum nano-
needles for single cell electroporation applications [8].

The Micro-Electrode Arrays (MEA) can be either hollow [105] (figure 4.3a), polymer

coated [7](figure 4.3b), or scaled down to tens of nanometers [8] (figure 4.3b). The pulse

width for those similar systems ranges between 100µs to 150ms [106] with potentials in

the range of 2V -10V .

Despite the clear advantages of MEA, their fabrication rest costly and does not actu-

ally solve the problem of the morphological cell aspect. It is worth to mention that all of

the discussed MEA devices have been fabricated on non-transparent substrates, which are
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difficult to work with using standard lab procedures involving equipment such as light mi-

croscopes. In this work, 3D printed electrodes are developed in combination with a cell

trapping chamber, addressing the weaknesses of existing solutions and devices, to provide

a next generation delivery transfection system.

4.2 Design of 3D printed electroporation device

The fabrication of a semi-transparent electroporation device for cell lysis and gene transfec-

tion is discussed in this section. The 3D printed needle electroporation device is constituted

of three main components: 3D printed needle electrodes, isolating spacer, and top trans-

parent electrode. Each of the components can be batch processed individually or together

minimizing the cost of the device for high volume productions.

4.2.1 3D printed electrodes fabrication

The 3D printed needle electrodes were prepared using a direct laser writing system (Nano-

scribe, GmbH, Photo Professonal GT), utilizing two-photon polymerization as described in

chapter 3.

The lithography of the needles was achieved by a drop casting procedure of appropriate

photoresist (IP-L780, Photonic Professional Nanoscrobe GT) on a borosilate glass cover

slip with dimensions of 1 inch2 and thickness of 180µm(Menzel-Glazer, 1000 Deckglaser).

The glass coverslip was mounted in a DILL configuration and a parameter of −1 was used

to find the printing interface. The power necessary to polymerize the IP-L780 photoresist on

the glass coverslip was adjusted to 160 mW (The small refractive index mismatch requires

a much higher exposure power. For comparison, the silicon/resist index mismatch requires

15mW only to polymerize the photoresist.) with the 63x objective lens (Zeiss microscope

objective NA1.4).

The development of the photoresist was carried out in a beaker positioned vertically

filled with 40ml of mr-600 developer (microResist GmbH) for 3 minutes and 30 seconds
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f)

Figure 4.4: Schematic illustrations of the 3D printed fabrication process flow and shocking
principle of the electroporation device. (4.4a) IPL780 drop casting on a glass substrate.
(4.4b) Printing of pyramidal structures by stacking of laser voxels with power of 17mWatts.
(4.4c) 3D photo developed structures are free standing and equally interspaced (4.4d) Top-
Bottom electrode design cavity by SU8 2010 photoresist spacer. The needles and the glass
are covered by 10nm of Ti and 100nm of Au by sputtering deposition. (4.4e) Top-Bottom
electrode design and application of the electrical potential. Isolation of the needles by SU8
2000.5 from the bottom surface electrode leaving only tips to interact with the top ITO
electrode.

followed by dipping isopropyl alcohol (IPA) procedure for 30 seconds and drying with an

N2 blow gun. Next, a gold film (902 PLC, Equipment Support Company LtD) was sputter

deposited at room temperature onto the substrate with a thickness of 100nm. First a 15nm

of Titanium was deposited for adhesion and the chamber was maintained at 9x10−7 Torr

with deposition rates of 3Å/s for gold and the titanium.

The top-bottom design was achieved by spin coating SU8-2010 photoresist (microResist

Gmbh) for 5 seconds at 500 rpm with 500rpm/sec followed by 30 seconds at 3000 rpm with

1500 rpm/sec. The photoresist was pre-baked for 3 minutes at 95°C, followed by a mask

exposure with 120mJ/cm2 (UV-KUB2 KLOE, 20W UV lamp) and post-exposure bake of

3 minutes at 95°C. The well created by the photoresist covered area of 1.44 mm2 and was
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developed by SU8 developer for 2 minutes and 20 seconds of IPA.

Finally an optional coating of SU82000 photoresist was applied by spin coating at the

same speed, acceleration and time as SU8 2010 and was pre-baked for 1 minute followed

by 90 mJ/cm2 of exposure, 1min of post-exposure bake with 30 seconds of development

in SU8 developer.

The top electrode was created from a boronglass coverslip (180µm thickness, Fisher-

brand, 12-543A), which was sputter coated on both sides with Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) (902

PLC, Equipment Support Company LtD). The ITO electrode was T shaped using CO2 laser

ablation (Universal PLS6.75) with a power of 75W and speed of 0.25 µm/s.

4.2.2 HEK293 cell culture preparation

Human Embryonic Kidney cells (HEK293T)293T purchased from DharmaconTM (cata-

logue #HCL4517) were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium supplemented with

10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin. The Human Embryonic

Kidney cells (HEK293T) cells were cultured at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5%

CO2. After reaching the desired confluence, the cells were washed with 5 ml of Dulbecco’s

phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS,Gibco,catalogue #14190-250) after detaching them with

1ml 0.25% Trypsin. Cells were put at 37°C in a humidified incubator for 1min. Immedi-

ately after that, 5 ml medium were added to stop detaching effects. The cells were separated

into single cells and counted with Countess II FL Automated Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher).

To study the effects of the applied voltage, cell viability assays were performed by the

LIVE/DEAD Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit (Thermo Fisher). Following the manufacturer’s

recommendation, first the optimal dye concentrations of calcein AM (staining live cells;

green) and ethidium homodimer-1 (staining dead cells; red) were tested. For the live cells

stain, HEK293T were seeded into 96-wells (2x104 cells/well) and further cultured overnight.

After that, cells were stained with different concentrations of calcein AM, ranging from 0.1

µM to 10 µM . For the dead cell stain, cells were killed by methanol and stain with ethidium
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homodimer-1. Samples were further put at room temperature for 30 minutes avoiding from

light. The stain effects of those two dyes were observed by a Optical Microscope (OM)

(Olympus).

Prior to seeding, the substrate surface was exposed to 200mW UV for 30min to avoid

contamination. Cells numbers were counted as mentioned before, and 0.5 µl cells (2x104

cells) were seeded onto the substrate. Cells were treated with different voltages and after

which the cells were re-collected and seeded into 96-well plates to evaluate the mortality

by the LIVE/DEAD Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit 24 hours after seeding.

The evaluation of the electro transfection has been achieved by plasmids fluorescence

pCXLE-EGFP (Addgene plasmid # 27082). The substrate was treated with UV before test-

ing to cleaning organic matter. The HEK293T cells were co-incubated with pCXLE-EGFP

(0.2 µg/ml) for 10 minutes and were treated with different voltages pulses applied by a wave

pulser generator (Agilent 33220A). Cells were collected with cell culture medium(Gibco,

#14190-250) and further cultured for 24 hours. The live cells can express pCXLE-EGFP

(green light), which can be taken as the indicator of successfully transfection. The electro

transfection effect was evaluated by counting the cells with the expression of pCXLE-EGFP.

4.3 3D printed electrodes for electroporation -

characterization

The pyramidal shape for the electrodes was chosen to obtain both a high mechanical stability

and a high electrical potential. The excellent biocompatibility and low electrical resistivity

of gold made it perfect candidate for the envisioned in-vitro application, in contrast with the

standard aluminum electroporation electrodes. The SU82010 and 2000.5 photoresists have

higher electrical resistance, good biocompatibility and perfect adhesion to borosilate glass

cover slips, making them ideal candidate for isolation. The capacitance of the 3D printed

electroporation device was measured at air and in a buffer cell solution (Phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS)) with an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A). The impedance and capacitance
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measurements of the device was carried out with bridge calibration at open fixture before

each measurement.

In order to ease the cell attachments to the electrodes without the optional SU8 2000.5

isolation layer, different pyramidal slicing (fine and rought) has been explored as seen in

figures 4.5a and 4.5b. On substrates without SU8 2000.5 needles with more irregular surface

slicing (figure 4.5b) retain the cells in position by filopodia attachment during operation

(figure 4.5c). The same device with additional isolation layer (SU8 2000.5) is shown in

figures 4.5d and 4.5e. As it can be seen from the figures, the tips does not require additional

etching or processing to remove the excess photoresist.

The final device has a 5µm gap between the tip of needle and the top ITO electrode

(figure 4.5f) and an overall chamber depth of 9µm. These dimensions were chosen by

considering the cell diameter in suspension (around 15µm [107] in suspension) and we

assuming they elongate inside of the chamber, to ensure contact of the cells with the top

electrode and the tip of the 3D electrode. The sheet resistance of the ITO was measured at

51.27 Ohm/sq and the resistance of the deposited gold is 1.5 ohm.

The electrical properties of the device were studied by measuring the impedance spectra

for five cases (figure 4.6a): 1.) two planar electrodes made of gold and ITO with a gap of

10µm, measured with air as a dielectric. 2.) 3D printed gold coated needles and ITO

electrode measured in air. 3.) 3D printed gold coated needles and ITO electrode measured

in PBS 4.) 3D printed gold coated needles with isolation layer and ITO electrode measured

in air. 5.) 3D printed gold coated needles with isolation layer and ITO electrode measured

in PBS. Figure 4.6b, shows the impedance spectra of the device measured in all the five

possible configurations with 50mV peak-peak applied voltage.

The device performance with air for dielectric showed a decrease of the impedance

with the frequency, which is comparable to a response from a capacitor coupled with small

resistance in parallel. Analytically the system can be expressed by
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.5: SEM pictures of Top-bottom electroporation device design. (4.5a) Smooth
surfaced 3D pyramid needle with height of 6µm, tip 280nm, coated by 200nm gold (4.5b)
Rough surfaced 3D pyramid needle with height of 6µm, tip 280nm, coated by 200nm gold
(4.5c) Patch of 900 micro needles with rough surface contoured by yellow rectangle. (4.5d)
Isolated needles with SU82000 photoresist with uncovered tip. (4.5e) Patch of isolated
needles with SU82000 photoresist with uncovered tips (4.5f) Full scaled SU8 well with
isolated needles. The needle active electrode area is indicated by the yellow rectangle.

Zdevice =
ZRZC

ZR + ZC

=
R

1 + jwCR
(4.1)

ϕ = tan−1(−ωCR), (4.2)

where C is the capacitance of the device, R is the resistance, ω is the angular frequency, and

Zdevice is the total device impedance and ϕ is the phase.

Changing the surface topography on the gold electrode by adding the 3D micro-needles,

resulted in the impedance Z1 compared to Z0, shown in figure 4.6b, and a capacitance of

C1 = 32 pF (figure 4.6d). Incorporating an additional dielectric as shown in configura-

tion 4.6a.3 to isolate the needles increases the impedance (figure 4.6b.Z3) and respectively

decreases the device capacitance in figure 4.6d.C3. The device changes from purely capac-

itive mode to mixed capacitor-resistance mode when PBS is introduced in configuration of
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figure 4.6a.2, shown in abrupt change in the phase (figure 4.6c). The change in phase and

capacitance is explained by the conductivity of the PBS itself. Finally, as depicted in figure

4.6d, the implementation of an isolation layer in configuration 4 introduces a difference in

capacitance in configuration 2.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6: Top bottom configuration measurements with an applied voltage of 50mV using
Impedance Analyzer (Agilent 4294A)
(4.6a) Illustration of the different measurement configurations of the device. The numbers
are associated to the impedances and capacitances shown in (b) to (d) :
0. Two plane electrodes(parallel plate capacitor) with an area of 3000µm2 of gold(bottom)
and ITO(top)
1. The bottom electrode consists of 1600 3D printed gold micro needles of 6.5µm in height
facing the ITO top electrode. The distance between the top electrode and the needles is
5µm, the measurements is done in air.
2. Same configuration as in 1. with PBS added between the electrodes
3. Same configuration as in 1. with additional SU8 2000.5 isolation layer, creating tips of
2µm height and 350nm tip diameter.
4. Same configuration as in 3. with PBS added between the electrodes.
(4.6b) Impedance spectra with air (Z0, Z1, Z3) and PBS (Z2,Z4). (4.6c) Phase response of
the device with air(Z1, Z3) and PBS (Z2).
(4.6d) Capacitance measurement with frequency at air (C1,C3) and PBS(C2,C4) as media
between the electrodes.
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4.3.1 Finite Element Method simulation of 3D printed electrodes

Number of elements 200825 solved for 46 seconds. Visualization of the electric field be-

tween the gold micro needles and the ITO electrode was carried out using COMSOL Multi-

physics (figure 4.7a). The electrostatic simulation calculate the voltage (Vport) across each

electrode by using the line surface integral averaged over the entire port and a tensor for

each of the vortices of the FEM. The resulted electrical field (eq. 4.3) is computed by an in-

tegral over the gap between the two electrodes taking into accounts the material permittivity

of the simulation components.

Vport =

∫
h

E.dl (4.3)

The geometry consist of two planes with a thickness of 1µm each separated by 11µm

gap. A 3D printed needle geometry is represented by a conic structure with tip radius of

300nm and base radius of 2.5µm and second needle of 500nm tip radius and 2.5µm base

(figure 4.7a). The bottom electrode (plate and needle) boundary condition is set to 0V and

the top electrode is set to 2.5V represented by color mapping in figure 4.7a. The simulation

computes 200825 nodal tetrahedral elements in 46 seconds (figure 4.7b). Similarly to the

experiments the needles were isolated by a block with the permittivity of 3.75 the same as

SU8 and height of 5µm. The electrical field is concentrated around the tips with a value of

about 2E6 V/m, confirming the strong field enhancement achieved by the needle structures,

which enables reducing the applied voltage for electroporation. The impact of the tip’s

diameter on the field distribution is shown figure 4.7d where an increase of the diameter

from 300 nm to 500nm results in a field reduction of 0.3E6 V/m. Hence, by customizing

the the tip of the 3D needle, the electric field distribution can be tailored and the power of

3D printing fully exploited to optimize the cells’ response.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: (4.7a) FEM contour plot of the voltage potential distribution between
ITO(transparent) and 3D printed electrodes (gold, yellow) with isolation SU8 layer (pink).
Zero potential is indicated with deep blue color while the maximum 2.5V potential used in
the simulation is indicated in dark red color. (4.7c) Electric field distribution between top
and bottom electrodes for two gold coated needles. The red line is a the field just above
the needles, while the blue line is the field inside of SU8 close to the bottom of the elec-
trodes. (4.7d) Electric field distribution between top and bottom electrodes of two needles
with different tip diameters (300 nm and 500 nm). The red line is a the field just above the
needles, while the blue line is the field inside of SU8 close to the bottom of the electrodes.
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4.4 Biological experiments

We have examined the biocompatibility of the SU8 photoresist with the HCT116 cell line.

After incubation of 24h, the HCT116 cells shown in figure 4.8 exhibit regular spreading

across the photoresist with no dead cells present on the resin surface. For a period of 72h,

the cells maintained their initial growth with little to no dead cells, confirming the high

biocompatibility of the photoresist.

Figure 4.8: SEM image of HCT116 cells grown on SU8 2000 photoresist.

The biocompatibility of the SU8 photoresist was examined on the HCT116 cell line.

After incubation of 24h, the HCT116 cells shown in figure 4.8 exhibit regular spreading

across the photoresist with no dead cells present on the resist surface. For a period of 72h,

the cells maintained their initial growth with little to no dead cells, confirming the high

biocompatibility of the photoresist.

The biocompatibility study of the electroporation device revealed HCT116 and HEK293T

cell spreading across the micro needles with little to no dead cell detected after 24 hours

of incubation (figures 4.9a and 4.9b). Figure 4.9b shows a high vitality of HCT116 cells

sandwiched between the micro needle electrode and top electrode. By applying a series

of voltage pulses to the cells, bubble formation was observed, due to hydrolysis at higher

voltages or pulse widths as shown in figure 4.9c.

The bubble size depends on the value of the applied voltage (3.5V and 4.5V), and we

found that larger bubbles can destroy the electrodes. The creation of the bubbles did not

compromise the cell viability. Although the cells were pushed away by the bubbles, they
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were left intact.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.9: Optical microscope images of HCT116 cell line sandwiched between the 3D
printed electroporation needles and the top electrode. The patch of the needles is approxi-
mately indicated by the yellow rectangle. (4.9a) Patch of 1600 micro pyramids needles in
top-bottom design configuration of 6µm height and 30 µm pitch, contoured by yellow rect-
angle and seeded with HCT116 cell line and green fluorescent protein. (4.9b) Maximum
confluence of HCT116 cell line on needle substrate indicates a high biocompatibility. (4.9c)
Voltage pulses applied between the top and bottom electrodes cause bubble appearance for
3.5V upwards.

The electroporation experiments were carried out by applying consecutive pulse trains

with various amplitudes and frequencies by wave pulser generator (Agilent 33220A). The

instrument was set to deliver pulse function with peak to peak voltage amplitude between

1.5V and 3.5V.

Delivery of red fluorescent dye has been achieved into HCT116 cells by using a patch

of 900 micro needles with 6 µm height (figure 4.5c)) and 30 µm pitch and applying 500

pulses of 2 V with pulse width of 250 µs and frequency of 100 Hz. Figure 4.10a shows the

cells on top of the micro needles stained with green fluorescent dye. After pore creation

due to electroporation, the red EthD-1 dye from the medium transfects the cells as observed

in 4.10a and 4.10b. The transfection efficiency in this case is around 30 %. By increasing
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the number of applied pulses to 1500, a very high transfection of around 90% was achieved

(figure 4.10b). The first train of pulses ruptured the cell membrane integrity while the

second pulse train widens the pore diameter meanwhile generating additional pores and

increasing the overall transfection efficiency of the system. The procedure of consecutive

pulse trains with relaxation medium time preserved the chances of the solution to maintain

the cells alive from overheating and other undesirable electrical effects (change of the buffer

PH).

Finally, delivery of antibodies was achieved in HEK293T cells by applying a pulse train

of 500 pulses with an amplitude of 1.5V (figure 4.11a), frequency of 100Hz and pulse width

of 250 µs. The suspended cells between the electrodes were isolated in PBS buffer and the

transfection was observed by the green fluorescent dye, resulting from the bonding of the

antibody to the cells’ DNA. Varying the pulse width (from 250µs to 500 µs) at the same

amplitude voltage did not affect the transfection efficiency (figure 4.11b). The transfection

rate in HEK293T cells is as high as 96%, requiring less voltage in contrast of the HCT116

cells. In case of cell dead or unsuccessful electroporation, the substrate should appear black.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Optical microscope images of HCT116 cell line grown on pyramidal micro
needles.(4.10b) Calcein green fluorescent dye indicating live healthy HCT116 cells. (4.10b)
Application of additional pulse train of amplitude 2V increasing the transfection efficiency
to 90%.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: Optical microscope pictures of suspended HEK293 cell lines transfected with
GFP after electroporating with various pulse amplitudes. The green color indicates cell
transfection with antibodies. (4.11a) Amplitude 1.5 V, pulse width 250 µs, frequency 100
Hz. (4.11b) Amplitude 1.5 V, pulse width 500 µs, frequency 100 Hz.
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Chapter 5

Universal platform for micro-needle fabrication and drug delivery in

HCT116 cells

5.1 Introduction

An ideal intracellular delivery system should provide high biocompatibility, be applicable

to a wide range of cell types and be scalable to high-throughput studies [108]. In addition,

tight control over the delivered dose and timing are essential for understanding the cellular

responses. Despite many advances, gaining intracellular access without compromising the

cell viability remains a challenge[109]. Creating a scalable and reliable platform for cell

studies based on MNP[110], can provide design and material flexibility that solves these

problems [111].

In the field of molecular drug delivery, the most promising single cell technique is the

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The AFM in combination with nanowire tips has been

used to induce mechanical loads to the cell membrane [112, 113]. With the use of the same

AFM tips, it is possible not only to disturb the cell but also to deliver substances such as

DNA to the nucleus [114, 115]. However, even if the transfection with this technique is

at 100% efficiency, the cell permealization takes time, requires highly techniqual skills to

operate it, does not allow parallel operation and the overall costs are significantly high.

Another widespread technique for drug delivery is by nanoparticles [116]. Magnetic

nanoparticles are the most popular, due to their controlled drug release by magnetic fields
1 and relatively wide range of coatings [117]. The drug release by magnetic particles is

1magnetic tweezers
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wirelessly manipulated with external fields, which ultimately induces heat, threatening the

membrane integrity, compromising the cell vitality and, in some cases, lead to cell lysis

[118, 119, 120]. Furthermore, conductive polymers are exploited for drug delivery cell

applications as well by incorporating polar drug molecules into the polymer chain [121,

122, 123, 124, 125, 126].

Physical approaches with nanowires or nanoneedles have been recently developed to

locally disrupt the cell membrane in order to deliver molecules to the cell cytosol [127, 128],

and to address some of the imperfections of the previously discussed delivery systems.

Although the mechanism of delivery using nanoneedles is still debated and is probably time

[129] and surface-dependent [110], successful and efficient intracellular delivery has been

reported for cells grown on silicon nanowires [130]. Similarly, diamond nanoneedle arrays

have shown fast delivery across different cell types either by flushing the cell suspension

on top of the nanoneedles[131] or by centrifugation-induced supergravity [132, 133]. In

one of the only in-vivo experiments, silicon nanoneedles were used to deliver nucleic acids

and modulate gene expression to induce angiogenesis and increase blood perfusion with a

very high efficiency in mice[128]. Moreover, high aspect ratio MNs of 1 µm diameter and

8 µm height have been previously reported as a suitable platform for cell transfection and

cell cultures [134, 135, 107] but offer limited control by their mechanical passive delivery

mechanism.

In this chapter, we report intracellular delivery using gold micro needles, which are re-

motely controlled to penetrate the cell membrane on-demand by induced localized heating.

The induction heating allows high transfection control and monitoring of the cell cultures

during delivery. The micro needles are fabricated by electrodeposition into an amorphous

Si template, which is a process than is highly reproducible and can easily be scaled up. The

micro needles’ length, diameter and spacing can be modulated through the fabrication pro-

cess in order to provide adequate interfacing with the cells. Using an inductive heater, the

needles are heated, causing localized cell membrane heating to gain intracellular access in
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a time-dependent manner.

5.2 Custom micro needle Template

5.2.1 Fabrication flow of micro needle template

A 4” single-side polished Si wafer of 525 µm ± 25 µm thickness is used as substrate ma-

terial (figure 5.1). The wafer is thermally oxidized to form a layer of 520 nm SiO2 (figure

5.1b), in order to provide a non-conductive isolating surface. After that, 15 nm of Titanium

and 100 nm of Gold are deposited by sputtering (902 PLC, Equipment Support Company

LtD), forming the seeding electrode layer for electroplating (figure 5.1c). Plasma enhanced

chemical vapor deposition is used to deposit 10 µm of Amorphous Silicon (ASi). The

sample is initially preheated to 250°C, followed by a cleaning step by plasma etching with

NH3 at 40 sccm and N2 at 100 sccm, with RF power of 40 W at a pressure of 1000 mTorr,

eliminating all dangling bonds on the surface and passivating it for ASi deposition. The

deposition of ASi is effectuated by plasma composed of Silane (SiH4) of 25 sccm and Ar

gas of 475 sccm, with a deposition rate of 0.2 µm/min. During the deposition the pressure

is maintained at 800 mTorr with RF power of 20 W as described in table 5.1.

Once the structural layer of ASi is deposited, the sample cools down for 10 minutes

from 250°C to room temperature. Cleaning of the sample before lithography is done in

an isopropanol bath preheated to 45°C with sonication at 40 kHz for 2 minutes. Next, the

sample is heated to 90°C for drying purposes and for a better adhesion with the photoresist.

The negative photolithography resist MAN2403 is spin coated at a speed of 3000 rpm with

a ramp of 1500 rpm/min for 30 seconds onto the sample with the resulting thickness of 343

nm. The resist is baked to evacuate the solvent at 90°C for 1 minute. Then, patterning

takes place with a electron beam lithography (EBL, CRESTEC 9500C) at 50 keV with a

writing current of 500 pA and a dose of 0.6 mC/cm. The development of the sample is

performed in a 100 ml beaker with 30 ml of Dev-545 for 30 seconds. A hard mask of 15
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Figure 5.1: (a)-(f) Schematics of ASi template fabrication. (g)-(i) Electroplating of gold
MNs into the ASi template followed by template removal by wet etching.

nm of chromium is deposited followed by the lift-off of the MAN2403 by acetone with 5

seconds of sonication. The sample is cleaned with isopropanol for 20 seconds and deionised

deionised (DI) water for 1 minute. To create the wells for the needles, the ASi is etched

by DRIE (PlasmaLab System 100, Oxford Instruments) with the parameters from table

5.1, where cycles of wall passivation and bottom etching are repeated to obtain anisotropic

etching.

Parameter Value

Pressure 800 mTorr

RF 20 W

Temperature 250°C

Ar 475 sccm

SiH4 25 sccm

Table 5.1: Parameters for ASi Deposition with Oxford PlasmaLab 100 Systems

Prior to ASi etching, the sample is glued to a 4 inch glass wafer with crystalbond (Ther-

moFisher) for better thermal conduction, eliminating thermal etching drifts and photoresist
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burning. This kind of etching, also known as the Bosch process [136], starts with 2 minutes

of Ar (5 sccm) conditioning to prepare the sample surface with C4F8 (20 sccm) and SF6

(20 sccm) condition gases. The process is composed by isotropic plasmas steps ( SF6 100

sccm and C4F8 5sccm) etching for 8 seconds applied under temperature of 0°C with 40 W

RF power and 1300 W ICP power. The pressure of the gas flow during the etching step has

been maintained at 30 mTorr. Following the etching step, an isotropic passivation (sacrifi-

cial protection) plasma is carried out by hydrophobic fluoropolymer deposition ( C4F8 100

sccm and SF6 5sccm) for 6 seconds with 5 W RF power and 1300 W ICP power.

Parameter Global Values Conditioning Passivation Etching

Pressure 30mTorr 15mTorr C4F8 100 sccm C4F8 5 sccm

Temperature 0°C C4F8/SF6 20 sccm SF6 5 sccm SF6 100 sccm

Ar 50 sccm

RF 5 W 35 W

ICP 1300 W 1300 W

Time 120 seconds 6 seconds 8 seconds

Table 5.2: Parameters for one cycle of the ASi Bosch process with Oxford PlasmaLab 100
Systems

By means of this anisotropic etching a deep trench is achieved through subjecting the

template to 80 Bosch cycles with the conditions summarized in table 5.2. The selectivity

of the etching plasma prevents etching of the bottom gold electrode (thickness of 100 nm)

and opens a straight profile for electroplating. However, carbon contamination was often

noticed, due to failure in temperature transfer from the substrate to the sample holder and

additional cleaning by acetone sonication was needed to clean the sample prior to electro-

plating. Reactive ion etching (RIE) of O2 plasma (50 sccm O2, 50 mTorr, RF-200W, ICP-

350 W) is applied for cleaning the surface for 2 min to remove the Chromium hard-mask

layer.

The Chromium layer used as a hard mask must be removed prior to electroplating, due to
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its conductivity. The electrodeposition of the needles depends on the material electroplated.

A custom designed setup made of teflon cells and keythley power supplies controlled by a

labview program has been used for iron and PPy depositions. Nickel and gold depositions

are deposited with a four-electrode plating station (SFTinc, model: SEMICON 1500). Fi-

nally a vapor etch system XeF2 (Xactic X3 system) is used to remove the ASi leaving free

standing, out of plane gold needles on the gold electrode. The removal of the gold elec-

trode is achieved by a RIE etch step (ICP 1500, Ar 30sccm, 10mTorr) for 2 minutes and 30

seconds.

5.2.2 Characterization of micro needle template

Figure 5.2a shows an SEM image(top view) of holes generated in the ASi by DRIE. The

holes are 1.5 µm in diameter with 5 µm spacing (edge to edge) and 5 µm in depth. Figure

5.2b shows an SEM image of the same holes tilted by 52°revealing scallops at the sidewalls

from the etching process. The inset shows a zoom-in from which a scallop size of 100

nm can be estimated. The scallops increase in size and etching becomes slower, as the

diameter of the holes decreases as was also shown before [70]. An SEM image of the ASi

template’s cross-section with a gold electrode is presented in figure 5.2c. The Cr hard mask

is preserved and not affected by the DRIE process during the holes drilling. The selectivity

of the DRIE plasma also prevents the etching of the 100 nm thick gold electrode layer.

At the end of the electrodeposition process, an overgrowth of material can be observed on

top of the template as rings around the holes (figure 5.2d,5.3a,5.3b). These over-deposited

rings can be removed by applying 1 minute of RIE without affecting the Cr hard mask

significantly or can be removed by tweezers or a sharp blade (figure 5.3b). Figure 5.3b

shows an SEM image, where the needle cap has been removed manually by tweezers. The

ASi structural layer has maintained the needles structural integrity at the time of the tweezer

cleaning.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.2: SEM pictures of the amorphous Si template. (5.2a) A template with holes of 1.5
µm diameter and 5 µm depth. The Cr layer has been removed by dry O2 plasma etching
(5.2b) SEM picture of the ASi template holes with a zoom-in view on the sidewall of a
hole, revealing the scallops (indicated by the arrow) after the etching process. (5.2c) SEM
cross sectional image of an ASi template after etching, showing the gold electrode layer and
protective layer of Cr. (5.2d) SEM images of an ASi template after the gold electroplating.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: SEM images of micro needles with diameter ranges between 900nm - 1.5µm
from different materials fabricated inside the custom needle template. (5.3a) Patch of nee-
dles with mushroom excess material on top of the needle. (5.3b) Brutal removal of the
excess electrodeposition material with a tweezer (red colored zones)
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5.3 Micro needles fabrication

A four-electrode plating station (SFTinc, model: SEMICON 1500) loaded with gold bath

(Elevate Gold 7990, IEW Technic inc) is used for electrodeposition of the gold MNs into

the ASi template. The gold bath temperature is maintained at 50°C with pH of 9.5. The

deposition is achieved by applying an asymmetric current pulse of amplitudes -1A for 20 ms

and 0.2A for 300 ms (measured relative to a gold reference electrode) for a total deposition

time of 1 min and 30 seconds (figure 5.4). In order to study the effect of the electrodepositon

current density between 3 and 40 A/cm2, the template area was varied, while keeping the

same asymmetric current pulse (figure 5.4). The sample is dismounted from the plating

station and submerged into DI water for a 12 cycle wash with a quick dump rinse bath prior

to needle release from the ASi template.

Figure 5.4: Forward and reverse current pulses in a rectangular current wave form (shown
in black) applied for the electrodeposition of gold (Elevate 7990)

The capabilities of producing different needles with the same custom ASi template was

examined. The needle template was used to fabricate nickel, gold, iron and polymer (PPy)

micro needles (figures 5.5a, 5.5b, 5.5d, 5.5e) within the range of 900 nm to 1.5 µm in

diameter and a height of 10 µm, with their deposition condition summarized in table 5.3.

We noticed dependency between the deposition current density and the structural properties
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of the needles as seen in figures 5.5a and 5.5b where solid and hollow nickel plating was

achieved by varying the deposition current density.

Finally, depositions of conductive polymer are also suitable with our custom designed

template as shown in 5.5e and 5.5f. Figure 5.5e shows out of plane free standing 10 µm in

height micro needles of PPy with the gold-plated electrode still attached to them. Applying

the RIE gold cleaning plasma described in the previous section does not affect the produced

solid PPy micro needles.

Material Voltage [V] Time [min] Current density [A/cm2]

Iron -1.4 3 58.9

Nickel solid 2 2 737

Nickel hollow 2 2 1070

Gold 0.18 1.5 29.5

PPy -0.85 60 1474

Table 5.3: Deposition parameters for 43200 micro needles with a diameter of 1µm and
height of 10 µm

5.4 Inductive heating setup

Inductive heating of needles is accomplished by an induction heating system (IEW Induk-

tive Erwarmungsanlagen GmbH, TTH3) using an alternating magnetic field with a working

frequency of 425 kHz and an amplitude between 90 Oe (figure 5.9) and 360 Oe. A five turn

water cooled copper inductor with 3.8 cm inner radius, 5.2 cm outer radius and 5.5 cm height

is installed as a field source (figure 5.6a and 5.6b). Additional cooling was performed us-

ing a brushless motor fan (ME80251V1, SUNON) positioned 15 cm away from the coil and

supplied with 5 ± 0.25 V (Agilent E3631A, DC power supply). The sample is positioned

in the middle of a glass bottle (Pyrex 10mL, Corning) with 1 mL of DI water installed in

the middle of the coil. The temperature is measured via a fiber optic probe (STM2-S01821,

Lumasense Technologies) installed on a thermometer (Luxtron 812, Lumasense Technolo-
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.5: SEM images of micro needles with diameter ranges between 900nm - 1.5µm
from different materials fabricated inside the developed custom needle template. (5.5a)
Nickel solid needles (5.5b) Nickel hollow needles (5.5c) Gold micro needles (5.5d) Iron
micro needles with overgrown cap (5.5e) Poly pyrrole micro needles before RIE etching of
the gold electrode (5.5f) Poly pyrrole micro needles after RIE etching of the gold electrode

Figure 5.6: (a) Electromagnetic induction heating setup with the relative position of the
sample, fan and coil. b) Schematics of the infrared (IR) temperature probe in proximity to
the sample with gold needles
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gies), manually positioned at close proximity to the surface of the sample and completely

submerged in the DI water.

5.5 HCT116 cell culture preparation and imaging

HCT 116 colorectal carcinoma cells (ATCC® CCL-247) were grown in McCoy’s 5A modi-

fied medium (ATCC®), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco®) and cultured

at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2, as indicated by the vendor. After reaching

the desired confluency, the cells were detached using Accutase (StemPro®) and quantified

via the trypan blue method. Before cell seeding, the micro needle substrate was first ster-

ilized in 100% ethanol for an hour then thoroughly washed with phosphate buffered saline

(PBS) and cell medium. The cells were allowed to grow for 24 hours before all experiments

were performed.

The cytotoxicity of the micro needles was evaluated using the LIVE/DEAD Viabili-

ty/Cytotoxicity Kit (Molecular Probes™), following vendor indications. Briefly, the cells

were washed with PBS and then stained with a 2µM calcein AM/4µM ethidium homodimer-

1 (EthD-1) solution for 35 minutes at room temperature. The cells were then washed with

PBS and imaged using a Leica DMI6000 B fluorescence microscope.

Similarly, double staining of cells with calcein and EthD-1 was used to quantify intra-

cellular access with the micro needles. The calcein AM/EthD-1 dye combination works

through exclusion: while the green dye calcein AM passes through the cell membrane and

stains live cells, the red dye EthD-1 cannot access the cell cytoplasm unless the cell mem-

brane is compromised (i.e. as in cell death). Therefore, the co-localization of the two dyes

can only be expected if the cell is alive and EthD-1 has been transported inside the cells.

For heat induction with biological samples, the micro needle substrate with live cells was

positioned in a 35 mm cell culture dish (Nunclon®) in PBS and placed in the middle of the

coil, as described previously.

For the SEM imaging, the cells cultured on the micro needles were fixed in 2.5% glu-
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taraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for 2 hours at room temperature. The cells were

then washed with cacodylate buffer and then post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide (Electron

Microscopy Sciences) in the same buffer for 1 hour in the dark. Following a thorough wash

with deionized water, a serial dehydration of the sample was performed using ethanol at

increasing concentrations, starting at 10% and ending at 100% purity. The sample was then

dried at the critical point (Automegasamdri®-915B) in 100% ethanol before imaging under

a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Quanta 600. FEI Company).

For TEM imagining, the cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer

(0.1 M, pH 7.4) for 48 hours. Osmication was performed using reduced osmium (1:1 mix-

ture of 2% osmium tetroxide and 3% potassium ferrocyanide). The samples were dehy-

drated in ethanol series and flat embedded in epoxy resin. After polymerization, the lift off

was done using liquid nitrogen. Thin sections (80 nm to 120 nm) were collected on copper

grids and contrasted with lead citrate. Imaging was performed using a transmission electron

microscope (TEM) operating at 300 keV (Titan Cryo Twin, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR).

Images were recorded on a 4k x 4k CCD camera (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA).

5.6 Characterization of gold micro needles

As mentioned in the previous section, we have found that there is a direct impact on the

needle structures from electroplating current densities, which was previously also reported

[137]. The structure of MNs deposited into 1.5 µm wide pores ranges from shells of 200 nm

wall thickness to filled needles with 1.5 µm in diameter as shown in figure 5.7a. At large

current densities from 50 A/cm2 to 20 A/cm2 (figure 5.7a, points from A to B ) the depo-

sition results in the formation of gold clusters that agglomerate along the edges of the ASi

template, and final needle structures which are rather fragile (figure 5.7b).

Needles produced within the range of 10 A/cm2 - 4 A/cm2 (figure (5.7a), points B to

D) have a solid shell structure as shown in figure 5.7c and a homogenous wall thickness,

as shown in the cross section image in figure 5.7d, with a thickness of 300 nm. Decreasing
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.7: (5.7a) Dependence of the needle structure on the current density (J). (5.7b)
SEM image of gold needles electrodeposited with a high current density (fig (5.7a) point
A). (5.7c) SEM image of a gold shell needle and its cross section (5.7d) deposited with
medium current densities (fig (5.7a) points B and C). (5.7e) SEM image of a gold filled
needle and its cross section (5.7f) deposited with a low current density (fig (5.7a) points D
and E)

the current density to < 4 A/cm2 for the same sample produces filled gold needles shown

in figure 5.7e with their cross section shown in figure 5.7f. As seen from the cross sections

figures 5.7e and 5.7f, there is no remainder of the gold electrode layer outside of the needle

diameter area, which confirms the Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) results from

figure 5.8a.

EDX analysis on the surface of the substrate shows that the composition after the gold

electrode removal is composed mainly of Si and O2 atoms as shown in figure 5.8. Figure

5.8a presents the same measurement taken from a corner of a patch of needles with 1.5 µm

diameter and 5 µm height, where Si and O2 are present, accounting for the substrate surface

with a strong signal of gold coming from the electrodeposited needle. Figures 5.8a and

5.8b revealed that no contamination was found after the XeF2 etching and all the reactive
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elements during the etching were evacuated and not redeposit on the needles or on the

surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: EDX analysis of the silicon wafer with electroplated gold needles. (5.8a) EDX
of an area (green rectangle) without needles showing the signal from the substrate and re-
vealing no remaining contamination of carbon, the gold electrode or amorphous silicon.
(5.8b) EDX of the needles showing a distinct peak of gold for the needles and the substrate
signals.

5.7 Induction heating of gold micro needles

Inductive heating experiments were conducted with magnetic fields of 425 kHz and an

amplitude of 90 Oe (figure 5.9, black curve) or 360 Oe (figure 5.9, red curve). The sample

subjected to inductive heating was composed of 43200 gold needles covering an area of 1

cm2 with filled needles of 1.5 µm in diameter and 5 µm height. The inductively-heated

micro needles heated the 1 mL Di water from room temperature to 36°C at 90 Oe and 45°C

at 360 Oe after 10 min as seen in figure 5.9. The system (DI water and needles) did not reach

thermal equilibrium during the time of the measurement (15 min). However, after about 5

minutes, the temperature increase slowed down considerably. As a control experiment, the

temperature of 1 mL of DI water without needles is also shown. The temperature increased

by 3°C after 15 min at 360 Oe, which was due to external heat radiated from the induction

coil, and confirms the inductive heating of the gold needles.
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Figure 5.9: Inductive heating of an array of 43200 gold needles submerged in 1 ml of DI
water with a magnetic field of 425 kHz and two different amplitudes

5.8 Delivery into HCT116 cells by induction heating of gold micro nee-

dles

The cell attachment and viability on the micro needle substrates was observed by fluores-

cence microscopy in order to assess the feasibility of the needles as vectors for intracellular

delivery. Figure 5.10a shows that nearly all of the cells that are growing on top of the micro

needle patches are calcein-stained, meaning they are alive and metabolically active. Sim-

ilar cell viability results have been observed for diamond [134, 133] and silicon needles

[138, 128]. It was then confirmed that the inductive heating treatment is biocompatible and

cells grow under normal conditions, i.e. , not on micro needle patches, immediately after

applying a five-minute treatment (figure 5.10b), and 24 hours later (figure 5.10c). Taken

together, these results show the high biocompatibility of the micro needle substrate, making

it suitable for cell culture and any potential therapies that could utilize these structures, such

as magnetic field application.

The cells were further analyzed with SEM in order to observe their interface with the

micro needles. HCT 116 cells appear to wrap around the needles as they form adhesion

points (figures 5.11a and 5.11b), ultimately settling on multiple structures. This scenario

has been proposed as an outcome that depends on the spacing of the needles [110]. A closer
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.10: Fluorescence microscopy of calcein/ethidium homodimer-1 stained HCT116
cells (5.10a) HCT116 grown on 5 µm long needles (visible as black dots) with 1,5 µm
diameter and 10 µm pitch. (5.10b) and (5.10c) HCT116 cells on SiO2 surface without
needles after 5 min of magnetic field application and 24 h post-treatment, respectively

(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: (5.11a)SEM image of HCT116 cells on 5 µm long needles with a diameter of
1.5 µm. Cells show a conventional morphology with extended pseudopodes attached to the
pillars shown in the white circle area of 5.11a (inset 5.11b)

look reveals that the cells adapt their cytoskeleton, elongating it in order to reach for more

distant micro needles, and in some cases the needles are bent in the direction of the cells,

suggesting the cells were using the needles as anchors and possibly applying a significant

force to them.

Lastly, TEM was used to study the needle-cytoskeleton interface. As seen in figure

5.12a, the nucleus (arrow 1) is preserved and folded around the micro needle. The cells

managed to spread around the needles and preserved their integrity. The results confirmed
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Transmission electron microscopy images of of HCT116 cells on micro nee-
dles. (5.12a) Cells growing on 5 µm long needles. The nucleus (arrow 1) is bent around a
micro pillar. The structure of mitochondria (arrow 2) and endoplasmic reticulum are well
maintained and similar to one of the healthy cells. (5.12b) A filament layer surrounds the
periphery of the interface with the pillar (arrow 3).

that the cell membrane grows and folds around the contact point with the needles (figure

5.12a) as filament structure (arrow 3) of what could be actin filaments can be observed

around the periphery of the interface, indicating the structural support of the cell membrane

(Figure 5.12b). It should be noted that during the ultramicrotomy preparation for TEM

(Figure 5.12a and 5.12b) the needles were compressed into an oval shape, an artifact from

the diamond knife cutting which is stressing the micro needles as previously reported [139,

140].

Intracellular delivery was achieved by inductive heating of the micro needles applying

a field of 360 Oe and 425 kHz. After inductive heating for a duration of one minute, direct

quantification of the number of cells yielded a delivery efficiency of 32%, evidenced by the

co-localization of the two cell viability dyes, for these treatment conditions, with a negligi-

ble amount of cell death (figure 5.13a). An increase in the treatment time to five minutes

increases delivery to approximately 62% of the cells. In this case, the number of dead cells

is 25% (figure 5.13b). A further increase in treatment time to 15 min provides the condi-
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 5.13: Fluorescence imaging of HCT cells after heat application for different dura-
tions. a) 1 minute. b) 5 minutes. c) 15 minutes.
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tions to kill all the cells, as shown in figure 5.13c. Figure 5.13d summarizes the obtained

results with respect to the three staining conditions: live, dead and intracellular delivery.

The results indicate that the efficiency of intracellular delivery is dependent on the time

of exposure, and the latter also affects cell survivability. The delivery efficiency observed

here for the 1 minute treatment time is similar to that reported with carbon nanosyringes

[141] and diamond nano needles [131].
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Chapter 6

Conclusion & Future Perspectives

6.1 Conclusion

Major limitations currently faced in cell analysis, drug delivery, stem cell research and

mechanobiology is that the available methods cannot mimic the natural environment that

the cells are usually exposed to very well and that they are inflexible with respect to the

available geometries and topographies. In-vivo, the cells pull, stretch, flex themselves and

their surroundings in a very dynamic fashion. The forces that the cells experience dur-

ing these actions can be as small as piconewtons, but could have a profound impact on

the cells overall fate. Moreover, cell sizes and shapes vary over a large range, raising the

need to create specialized substrates for specific applications, in order to obtain optimal

results. Recreating the complicated 3D cell environments with tailored topographies and

on-demand functionalities requires systems that are modular and highly customizable.

The aim of this research is to explore new systems for cell growth and membrane per-

meabilization with advanced functionalities based on micro-needle platforms MNPs. This

interdisciplinary research scope includes various topics such as the micro engineering of

complex needle platforms, cell culture and manipulation, inductive heating of MNPs and

the study of MNPs for improved electroporation of plasmids and RNA in Human Embry-

onic Kidney cells (HEK293T). In order to achieve high flexibility in shape, size, pitch and

surface topography various surfaces were realized by 3D printing of polymer micro-needle

MNs. The 3D printed needles were fabricated on transparent glass and silicon substrates,

showing their potential for integration with existing cell study systems.
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The mechanical properties, such as softness, of the topography created by the 3D printed

needles can be varied easily via the printing parameters, giving an additional degree of

freedom to influence the cell-environment interactions. The investigated combination of

3D printed micro needles with a magnetic iron layer shows the possibility to coat the micro

needles with metallic materials, which further modifies the mechanical, electrical, magnetic

as well as the interfacial properties. Iron was chosen for its excellent biocompatibility,

and its TEM/EELS analyses showed a native oxide layer protecting the 3D printed iron

pillars. It also revealed polycrystalline structures in the presence of Fe3O4 and Fe, for which

well-established coating techniques with biologically active materials like antibodies exist.

Employing the developed MNP on cancer cells revealed high biocompatibility and normal

cell confluence, and generally proofs the suitability of 3D printed micro needles for cell

studies.

Imaging studies of the cell-micro needle interface show cell filopodia wrapping around

the micro needles suggesting their adjustment to the MNP. Additionally, with further devel-

opment, the process could be suitable for flexible or ceramic surfaces, widening its potential

range of applications.

Extending the implementation of the 3D printed micro needles, an MNP for drug deliv-

ery by electroporation was assessed. 3D printed electrodes were fabricated on glass sub-

strates with pyramidal gold micro needles that have 250 nm wide tips, a base of 2.5 µm

and a height of 6 µm. The MNP is completed by a planar ITO electrode above the micro

needles. A thorough electrical analysis of the device was carried out showing the capaci-

tive and frequency response of the device as well as the dependence on the dielectric used

during electroporation. The electroporation device was developed with a low membrane-

transfection voltage in mind, hence sharp micro needle tips were fabricated and the distances

were kept small. This helps eliminating the need for expensive organic buffer solutions and

minimizes side effects and killing rates. The electroporation device was tested with two

different cell lines (HEK293T and HCT116)) and extremely high transfection rates of 96%
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were observed. With electroporation being a widely used method for numerous cell studies

and delivery applications, the 3D printed MNP provides not only an extremely high trans-

fection rate, but also unprecedented capabilities for customization. Together with the low-

voltage operation and the simple way of fabrication the MNP is a highly attractive system

compared to its competitors. To go beyond the well-established cell membrane penetration

methods such as electroporation, a novel concept was investigated, which exploits an MNP

with on-demand heating of the micro needles for cell membrane penetration. Due to induc-

tive heating, the method provides a controllable and a wireless activation mechanism for

drug delivery into the targeted cells. To achieve this goal, a fabrication process was devel-

oped for nano to micro needles that exploits a multi-functional Amorphous Silicon (ASi)

template in combination with electrochemical deposition of the needles.

By taking advantage of the Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) Bosch process and a

variety of existing lithography techniques, the needle dimensions, pitch and topography

area can be highly customized to fit many application requirements. Moreover, the needle

structure can be tailored by the current density during the electrode- position. A high cur-

rent density produces shell structures with increasingly thicker shells as the current density

goes down, allowing the control of the hole diameter of the needles. The highest aspect

ratio obtained by this process was 1:11 (diameter 900 nm : 10 µm) with various structural

materials such as iron, poly-pyrrole, nickel and gold. The gold micro needles with dimen-

sions of 1.5 µm diameter and 5 µm height, were used for the inductive heating experiments,

which enabled on-demand intracellular delivery.

The MNP was studied on the HCT116 cell line and their mortality was examined. We

have found that the magnetic field duration was a crucial parameter to control delivery ef-

ficiency. After 1 minute of magnetic field application delivery was achieved in 32% of the

cell population. Increasing the field duration to 5 minutes further increased the delivery

rate to 62%, while the number of dead cells increases from 2% to 25%. With 15 minutes of

heat application, all cells can be killed. Thus, a high delivery efficiency is feasible with this
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new system, if the magnetic field duration is carefully chosen. In addition, the biocompat-

ibility of the MNP and the magnetic field (the values used are typical for magnetic particle

hyperthermia) open the door for for in-vivo application of this method in the future.

6.2 Future perspectives

The results obtained in this thesis are very promising and motivate for further work on

the integration and the exploration of the capabilities of MNPs. Optimization of the 3D

printed needles’ shapes and development is required to obtain full control over the devel-

opment process and the robustness of the 3D printed structures to resist biological stress.

Currently, the process is affected by the surface tension in the development phase of the

needles, limiting the aspect ratio to maximum 1:10. Doping the printing polymer with par-

ticles or other substances for further tailoring its properties has not been explored in this

thesis. Creating 3D printed nano-composites would have a direct impact and influence on

the needles robustness and properties, opening the door to many additional applications.

Also, as discussed in chapter three, printing on reflective substrates produces wave

shaped structures, i.e. by-products of standing waves. The wave shape of the needle surface

can be attenuated by anti-reflective coatings, which produce a smaller mismatch of the re-

fractive index. Future work can also include the development of molds for soft lithography

based on 3D printed needles. Conducting an in-depth study of the integration of such molds

can improve the scalability of the platform and the transfer to flexible substrates.

The electroporation device design can be improved by conducting a study of the differ-

ent electrode designs and potentials between two consecutive electrodes. Finally, combin-

ing the various methods developed in this thesis – the MNP, the conductive polymer and the

iron micro-needles – can be explored to realize a universal MNP with sensing and actuation

capabilities. For example, the implementation of a magnetic micro-needle constituted of a

flexible polymer at the bottom and iron at the top in conjunction with a magnetic sensor un-

derneath the micro-needle can be a viable design for cell force detection, while maintaining
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Figure 6.1: Tactile sensing with magnetic micro-needles and magnetic sensor. The magnetic
sensor is activated (indicated in red) by bending of the micro needles.

the conductivity to electrically stimulate the cells.

Figure 6.1, illustrates the principle of operation of such tactile microsensor. The filopo-

dia elongation of the cells during their differentiation or migration bends the magnetic

micro-needles. Thereby, the bending stiffness of the micro needles can be tailored by the

length of the polymer segment. The amount of bending of the magnetized micro-needles

can be measured by a magnetic sensor, and the output signal can be translated into a force

or speed of cell migrations.
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A 3D Printing of micro needles

A.1 Standing Waves 3D printer

On the Si substrate with refractive index of n=3.441 according to here, when printing with

2 photo lithography technics , there is a appearance of a standing waves in the pilymerized

area.

Figure A.1: Different waves attacking the surface of a photoresist from photolithography
point of view and their relative effects ref : From the book ”Fundamental of Microfabrica-
tion” by Madou

These standing waves are dumped in the Z direction, since they are getting absorbed,

so their amplitude and frequency get attenuated with the height of the printed objects.

In this case however they exist since the printed object was too small to attenuate any

back reflection from the Si substrate.

The mathematica proof of such waves it goes as follows :

A general wave form traveling in the x positive direction can be written as

http://refractiveindex.info/?shelf=main&book=Si&page=Chandler-Horowitz
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y1 = Ae−ikx, (A.1)

where the A is the amplitude, k is the wave vector and−x is the direction of propagation,

positive in our case. The reflection of the Silicon can be re-written as a wave traveling with

the same amplitude but with a phase term introduced by the Silicon.

y2 = Aeikx+iπ (A.2)

Both waves together combined in the resist, interact to form a constructive interference,

so the intensity of the final wave is the sum of the intensity of the individual wave forms .

It = I1 + I2 = y21 + y22 = A2|e−ikx + eikx+iπ|2 = A2| − 2isin(kx)|2 (A.3)

note to remember here is that cos(kx+π) = −cos(kx) and isin(kx+π) = −sin(kx).

The periodicity of the such waves can be written as :

P =
2π

k
(A.4)

and taking into account the effective wave vector which is keff = 2πn
λ

, the periodicity

can be expressed as :

P =
2π

keff
=

λ

n
(A.5)

, which in terms of the 3D printer configuration with λ = 780nm and IP-DIpp refractive

index n = 1.52 , we obtain 513nm. One period is equal to 2π.

Examining the SEM pictures with ImageJ software and introduing a appropaite scaling

with pixel aspect ratio of 1.27 corresponding to the tilting of the SEM image of 52° , making

approximately a scale of 0.1370pixels/cm. The results for two positive bumbs which are

equal to one full period is 509nm.
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Figure A.2: ImageJ calculation of the leght between two bumbs corresponding to one period

A.2 3D Printing program for Nanoscribe

The following programing code will print needles of 600nm diameter with height range of

2µm to 7µm using IP-DIp photoresist on Si wafer. This procedure evolves the creation of a

line which is vertical to the substrate. The maximum power associated with the silicon has

been 35 in the program which correspond to about 20mW in the printer. The dose should

be adjusted for glass. If IPL is used on glass the power should be tuned to 100.

% Setup

DebugModeOn

TimeStampOn

MessageOut "Starting..."

%StageGotoX 0.0

%StageGotoY 0.0

%MessageOut "Writing pillar patch at [ 0. 0.]"

% Piezo mode initialization

PiezoScanMode
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ContinuousMode

ConnectPointsOn

PiezoSettlingTime 200 % Range: 100-500

LineStartMode 1 % Default: 1

PowerScaling 1.0 % Default: 1.0

LaserPower 35 % EMPIRICAL, Range: 0-100

PerfectShapeQuality

psPowerProfile "IP Resist"

XOffset 0.0

YOffset 0.0

ZOffset 0.0

DefocusFactor 1 % Default: 1

TiltCorrectionOff

TextLaserPower 35 % EMPIRICAL, Range: 0-100

LineSpacingX 0

LineSpacingY -7

LineSpacingZ 0

% Piezo mode initialization finished

ResetInterface

var $h = 2 % height

var $p = 40 % pitch betweeen pillars

var $po = 35 % power

var $nu = 10 % number of pillars

var $x = 0

var $y = 0

for $h = 2 to 7 step 1

for $po = 30 to 5 step 1
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FindInterfaceAt 0.5

LaserPower $po

%The text should be adjusted for every writing pattern

TextPositionX 1

TextPositionY 40.0

WriteText "%d" # ($po)

TextPositionX 13

WriteText "%d" # ($h)

for $x = 0 to $nu * $p step $p

for $y = 0 to $nu * $p step $p

$x $y 0

$x $y $h

Write

end

end

MoveStageX 500

end

MoveStageY 500

movestagex -2000

end
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The following program will write three different sets of patches with three different nee-

dles shapes (Tetrahydron, Pyramide, Pencil). Each of the needle shapes has been designed

in 3D rendering software and imported into the DeScribe software. The results have been

shown in chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis.

% File generated by DeScribe 2.2.1

% Writing parameters

GalvoScanMode

ContinuousMode

PiezoSettlingTime 30

GalvoSettlingTime 2

% System Initialization

TiltCorrectionOff

ResetInterface

% Field Parameters

XOffset 0

YOffset 0

ZOffset 0

PowerScaling 1.0

LaserPower 100

ScanSpeed 1000

% n*n coni

var $n = 10

var $r = 1

var $s = 1

var $pitch = 20

TextFontSize 10

TextLaserPower 100
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TextScanSpeed 500

TextPositionY -30

textpositionx 50

% Shell writing parameters

var $shellLaserPower = 50

var $shellScanSpeed = 10000

% Scaffold writing parameters

var $scaffoldLaserPower = 100

var $scaffoldScanSpeed = 40000

movestagex -1000

WriteText "tetrahedron"

for $r = 1 to $n step 1

for $s = 1 to $n step 1

FindInterfaceAt 1

include Tetrahedron_data.gwl

MoveStageX $pitch

end

MoveStageX -($pitch)* $n

MoveStageY $pitch

end

movestagey 50

MoveStageX 100

WriteText "pyramid"

for $r = 1 to $n step 1

for $s = 1 to $n step 1

FindInterfaceAt 2

include Pyramid_data.gwl

MoveStageX $pitch
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end

MoveStageX -($pitch)* $n

MoveStageY $pitch

end

movestagey 50

MoveStageX 100

WriteText "pencil"

for $r = 1 to $n step 1

for $s = 1 to $n step 1

FindInterfaceAt 3

include conesharp1_data.gwl

MoveStageX $pitch

end

MoveStageX -($pitch)* $n

MoveStageY $pitch

end
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B CV measurements of ELEVATE 7990 gold solution

B.1 CV measurements of ELEVATE 7990 gold solution

A cyclic voltammetry study of the gold electrolyte has been performed according to stan-

dards set by 42, where a range of voltages is applied to characterize the solution’s electroac-

tivity. The characterization took place in a commercial potentiostat (PGSTAT204, Metrohm

Autolab) with a silver reference electrode (Ag-AgCl/3M KCI, Metrohm 6.0733 Autolab)

and working/counter platinum electrodes (0.9 cm/1.6 cm/0.1 cm). The gold electrolyte was

subjected to a range of triangular potential wave functions (figure (B.1b)), giving rise to a

current-voltage electrolyte characteristic curve.

The gold electrolyte solution has been maintained at 50°C (gold needle temperature

deposition), constant concentration and a pH of 9.5. A gold electrolyte with such pH is

characteristic for cyanide-based electrolytes. The gold electrolyte exhibits a standard cur-

rent/voltage behavior 37 (figure 1(B.1b)) with a cathodic current peak of 12.5 mA for a

voltage of 1 V. The electrolyte turns black with a voltage greater than 1.2 V, due to hydrol-

ysis.

Finally, a comparison between the room temperature CV measurements and deposition

50°C has been obtain (figure B.1c). As noticed, during the deposition temperature (50°C),

the recombination reaction starts faster and the anodic current is higher. The reactive gold

species have need less energy to recombine on the surface, which tends to produce finer

grains due to minimum coalescence energy needed for deposition.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure B.1: (B.1a) Cyclic voltammetry potential functions applied in a standard oxidation
and reduction reaction occurring during the gold electrolyte measurements. The scans are in
a range between 0.5V and 1.5V. (B.1b) Current-voltage diagrams corresponding to the po-
tential function sweeps. (B.1c) Cyclic Voltammetry comparison between room temperature
measurements and deposition 50°C measurements.
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C Power Density calculations

Since it is impossible to measure the exact temperature of the needles during induction heat-

ing, analytical and FEM models has been discussed in order to give approximate solution.

C.1 Power Density formula literature discussion

Two comparable formula has been analyzed and their solution compared, in order to be

used for the FEM simulation in section 2 of this Appendix. Analytical model Units :

• σ conductivity [S/m] = [A2sec3

kg∗m3 ]

• ρ resistivity [Ohm/m] = [ kg∗m3

A2∗sec3 ]

• Jp magnetic polarization [Tesla] = [ kg
A∗sec2 ]

• D density [ kg
m3 ]

• d diameter of the wire [m]

• f frequency [Hz] = [1/s]

• k dimensioless number depending on the geometry equal to 1 for a sheet and 2 for a

wire

• Watts [kg∗m
2

s3
]

• Watts/m3 = [ kg
m∗t3 ]
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The proposed formula by wikipedia for power density dissipation losses by eddy cur-

rents is as follows :

Pwiki =
π2J2

pd
2f 2

6kρD
=

π2

6 ∗ 2
∗

kg2

A2∗sec4 ∗m
2 ∗ 1

sec2

kg
m3 ∗ kg∗m3

A2∗sec3
=

m2

sec3
=

Watts

kg
(C.1)

, or if we ignore the density in the denominator we will get Watts
m3 . For the calculation we

will consider the following values in SI system :

• σ = 4.1 ∗ 107 [S/m] conductivity of the gold at room temperature bulk

• ρ = 2.44 ∗ 10−8[Ohm/m] resistivity of the gold at room temperature bulk

• d = 1 µm = 1 ∗ 10−6[m] diameter of the wire

• f = 425KHz = 425 ∗ 103sec−1 frequency of the coil

• Jp = 700 Oe = 55704 [ A
m

] Field applied by the induction coil

• D = 19 320 kg
m3 density of the gold

• µr = 1.256 ∗ 10−6 [Tm
A

] relative permeability of gold

• µ0 = 4π ∗ 10−7 [Tm
A

] relative permeability of free space

• µ = µr ∗ µ0

Power Density numerical calculations with the above formula with and without the den-

sity.

Pwiki =
π2J2

pd
2f 2

6kρD
= 2.3 ∗ 1012Watts

kg
(C.2)

Pwiki =
π2J2

pd
2f 2

6kρ
= 1.51136 ∗ 1017Watts

m3
(C.3)

Which actually is very good, cause it is in the line with what have been estimated before,

but for the volume that it is heated in the lab it is still too much. We need to get down to

one order of magnitude. All the calculation has been done using Mathematica.
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C.2 Temperature simulation results and energy calculations

C.2.1 Energy approximations

As said in the literature, any substance to raise it’s internal temperature obey to the enthalpy

law, which relates the specific heat capacity of the substance to it’s mass. The enthalpy is

nothing more than the energy that a system needs in order to raise or lower it’s temperature

by 1 Kelvin.

Qsubstance = mC∆T (C.4)

A droplet of water with a radius of 2mm for example will need a heat of

Qwater = 14.02 ∗ 10−2[J], to raise it’s internal temperature by 1°C knowing that :

• m = ρ ∗ V = 1 [g/cm3] * 0.03351cm3 = 3.35 ∗ 10−5[kg]

• C = 4186 [J/kg K]

• ∆ T = 1 K

In the case of a gold nanowire, with dimensions of r=500nm and h= 10µm, we have

• m = ρ ∗ V = 19.32 [g/cm3] * 7.85 ∗ 10−12cm3 = 1.51 ∗ 10−10g

• C = 0.129 [J/g°C]

• ∆ T = 1 K

and so the energy needed by this nanowire to raise it’s temperature by one degree Celsius

is Qwire = 1.95 ∗ 10−11[J].

Knowing this, we can now estimate the number of wires needed to be heated by 1K, in order

to heat a sphere of water with radius of 2mm. Of coarse this volume of water is chosen a

bit arbitrary with the assumption that we can reproduce it without not so much effort in the

experiment.

Nwires = Qwater/Qwires = 7.18 ∗ 109, which is a billion of wires heated at 1°C, obviously
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this number doesn’t make sense to be reproduced in the simulation, since we will need a

super computer to mesh all this wires. From the experimental point of view is possible, but

tedious process with countless hours in the EBL and optimizations. So what if the difference

of temperature between the initial and final state of the wires is not 1°C but much higher. If

the temperature is higher, then we will need produce more energy with them and so achieve

the minimum required energy for the sphere of water with less wires.

• T = 200°C → Nwires = 3.5 ∗ 107

• T = 800°C → Nwires = 8.9 ∗ 106

• T = 1500°C almost melting point of gold(1900°C) → Nwires = 4.79 ∗ 106

• T = 8000°C → Nwires = 898403

Of coarse beyond the melting point the results doesn’t actually make sense but oh well.

However this approach doesn’t take into account the time period. The temperature by as-

sumption is immediate and so it’s the heat, of coarse within the specific heat conditions.

Conclusion

The estimated number of needles is way too high for two reasons: #1 Density : A water

droplet will never englobe 1 million needles with this small 2mm diameter. #2 Even if it

does, we will need 8000 C, per needle in order to rise, it’s temperature by 1C, which is

ridiculous.

Estimating the temperature of a single needle to reach 20000°C wasn’t completely false

by COMSOL, since we basically proved it differently with this energy considerations. If

a sufficiently robust and repeatable experiment is provided with solid data, we can include

the time in the calculations and basically get a power per needle. Which I guess will be the

main concentration of my work for the next weeks.
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C.2.2 FEM Simulation with new values of Power Density

First, thank you for pointing the Tesla units to be used in the formula. I am considering the

following formula for the power density calculations, extracted from wikipedia.

Pwiki =
π2J2

pd
2f 2

6kρD
=

π2

6 ∗ 2
∗

kg2

A2∗sec4 ∗m
2 ∗ 1

sec2

kg
m3 ∗ kg∗m3

A2∗sec3
=

m2

sec3
=

Watts

kg
(C.5)

, or if we ignore the density in the denominator we will get Watts
m3 . For the calculation we

will consider the following values in SI system :

• σ = 4.1 ∗ 107 [S/m] conductivity of the gold at room temperature bulk

• ρ = 2.44 ∗ 10−8[Ohm/m] resistivity of the gold at room temperature bulk

• d = 1 µm = 1 ∗ 10−6[m] diameter of the wire

• f = 425KHz = 425 ∗ 103sec−1 frequency of the coil

• Jp = 700 Oe = 55704 [ A
m

] Field applied by the induction coil

• D = 19 320 kg
m3 density of the gold

• µr = 1.256 ∗ 10−6 [Tm
A

] relative permeability of gold

• µ0 = 4π ∗ 10−7 [Tm
A

] relative permeability of free space

• µ = µr ∗ µ0

Pwiki =
π2σ ∗ J2

pd
2f 2

6k
= 65500

Watts

m3
(C.6)

The power density doesn’t scale linearly with the size of the needle, since in the formula

we have the square of the diameter. Also in order to give an approximate solution, if i put

a sphere of 2mm in radius on top of patch of needles, i have to divide the volume of that

sphere by 10 000 (number of fabricated needles), in order to estimate the contribution per
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volume that needs to be heated. The simulation accounts for an open boundary condition,

which removes constraints related to the boundaries and heat barriers.

All of the simulations are made for needles of d=1µm and h = 10µm.
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